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FOREWORD

At its second session (Hamburgs 1956)s the WMO Commission for Maritime Meteorology
(CMM) considered that there was a need for guidance material regarding the preparation of
weather maps on board ships. The Commission referred the matter to the CMM Working Group
on Organizational and Operational Matters (chairman" Commander C.E.N. Frankcom).
At the suggestion of the then president of CMM (Dr. H. Thomsen)" the chairman

appointed Dr. M. Rodewald (Federal Republic of Germany) to prepare a draft text for consideration by the third session of CMM" taking into account the Comm1ss1on l s view that the
text should be based on information already published by the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Netherlands M~teorological Institute, the United Kingdom Meteorological Office and the
us ,"Weather Bureau. It was stipulated that the text should be as brief as possible and
should consist of a set of simple instructions adequately illustrated with maps. It should
be readily understandable by officers on merchant ships so as to enable them to plot wea-

ther maps or to interpret the weather maps issued by various Meteorological ServJces in
radio bulletins for shipping on the high seas.
At the time of the third session of CMM (August, 1960) Dr. Rodewald had made con-

siderable progress and the session decided to establish a working group to review and finalize the first draft. The working group consisted of Dr. Rodewald (chairman), Captain A.A.
Fresco (Netherlands) and Captain R.E. Mottern (U.S.A.).

The first draft prepared by this working group was circulated to members of
CMM for comments. This led to the preparation of the final draft which was submitted to
the fourth session of CMM (Geneva J 1964). This session recommended that the text be published as a Technical Note in the four official languages of WMO.
The seventeenth
session of the Executive Committee (Geneva J 1965)Jrecognizing the importance of this publication J approved the recommendation of CMM.
It is relevant to recall that the vQluntary ship reporting scheme depends entirely
on the goodwill of mariners J who in turn have reason to expect adequate meteorological information to ensure the safety and economy of maritime operations.. This publication has
been prepared J therefore, in the hope that it will enable mariners to derive increased benefit from the weather bulletins issued by the maritime meteorological services.
I am glad to have this opportunity of expressing to Dr. Rodewald and the other
members of the working group the appreciation of the World Meteorological Organization for
the time and effort they have devoted to the preparation of this Technical Note. At the
same time J and on behalf' of the working group itself J I wish to acknowledge with gratitude
the assistance of the many others associated with the publication J in particular Dr. H.
Thomsen J Commander C.E.N. FrankcomJ the late Mr. J.A. van Duijnen Montijn and the other
members of CMM who put forward useful suggestions for the improvement of the f'inal text.

D.A. Davies
Secretary-General
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AVANT-PROPOS

Lors de sa deuxleme session (Hambourg, 1956), la Commission de meteorologle maritime (CMM) de ItOMM avait est~e quIll etait necessalre d1elaborer des directives concernant Ia preparation des cartes meteorologlques a bord des navires. La Commission avait
confie cette tache a son Groupe de travail pour l'etude des questions d'organlsatlon et
d 1 exploitatlon, preside par Ie Commander C.E.N. Frankcom.
Sur Ia suggestion de M. H. Thompsen, qui etait alors president de Ia CMM, Ie president du groupe de travail avait charge M. M. Rodewald (Republique federale d'Allemagne)
de preparer un projet de texte pour Ia troisieme session de Ia CMM, en tenant compte de
l l avis exprime par Ia commission, a savoir, que ce texte devait @tre fonde sur les renseignements deja publies par la Republique federale d'Allemagne, l'Institut meteorologique
des Pays-Bas, Ie Meteorological Office du Royaume-Uni et Ie Weather Bureau des Etats-Unis.
Le texte devait @tre aussi court que possible et se composer drune serie d1instructions
simples convenablement il1ustrees par des cartes. Les officiers a bord des navires marchands devaient pouvolr 1e comprendre facilement afin dl@tre en mesure de pointer des cartes
meteorologiques ou d ' interpreter les cartes diffusees par divers services meteorologiques
dans des bulletins radio destines a 1a navigation en haute mer.
Au moment de la troisieme session de la CMM (aout 1960), M. Rodewald avait accompli des progres considerables dans la preparation d'un avant-projet et la commission dec ida
d1etablir un groupe de travail charge dlexaminer et de mettre au point ce premier texte. Ce
groupe de travail se composait de M. Rodewald (president), du Capitaine A.A. Fresco (PaysBas) et du Capitaine R.E. Mottern (Etats-Unis).
L'avant-projet elabore par ce groupe de travail fut distribue aux membres de Ia
CMM,. pour commentaires. Clest ensuite que fut entreprise la preparation du projet definitif qui a ete presente a la quatrieme session de la CMM (Geneve, 1964). La commission a
recommande que ce texte soit publie sous forme de Note technique dans les quatre langues
officielles de l'OMM. A sa dix-septieme session (Geneve, 1965) Ie Coroite executif, reconnaissant llimportance de cette publication, a approuve la recommandation de la CMM.
II convient de rappeler que Ie systeme des navires d1observation benevoles depend
entierement de la bonne volonte des marins, qui, a leur tour, attendent a juste titre de
recevoir des renseignements meteorologiques satisfaisants qui garantissent la securite et
la rentabilite des operations maritimes. Cette publication a donc ete preparee dans IT espoir qu'elle permettra aux marins de tirer des avantages accrus des bulletins rneteorologiques ernis par les services meteorologiques des pays maritimes.
Je sUis heureux d'avoir cette occasion d1exprimer a M. Rodewald et aux autres membres du groupe de travail la reconnaissance de 11 Qrganisation meteorologique mondiale pour
Ie temps et les efforts qulils ont consacres a La preparation de la presente Note technique.
Je t1ens egalement a remercier vivement, au nom du groupe de travail lui-m@me, tous ceux
qui ont pr@te leur concours a lloccasion de lletablissement de cette publication, notamment
M. H. Thompsen, Ie Commander C.E.N. Frankcom,. Ie regrette J.A. van Duijnen Montijn, ainsi
que 1es autres membres de la CMM qui ant formule des suggestions utiles pour l'amelloration
du texte definitif de cette Note technique.

f5~

-

D.A. Davies
Secretaire general
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IlPE,lI}ICJIOBIlE
Ha BTOpOij CeCCHH ROMHCCHH no MOpCKOij MeTeoponorHH (raMoypr, 1956 r.)
OMRO npHHRTo pemeHHe a
Henocpe~CTBeHHO Ha

no~rOTOBKe

cy~ax.

PYKOBo~cTBa

KOMMCCHH nepe~aRa

no

COCTaB~eHHID

RapT

TIOrO~M

STOT SoupOC Ha paCCMOTpeHH8

cBoeij pa6o'Ieij rpynTIbI no opraHH3aI:\HOHHhIM H onepaTHBHblM BorrpocaM (npe.nce.naTenb pa6o'Ieij rpyrrTIbI - KanHTaH TpeTbero paHra R.E.H. 1>P"HKOM).
Ilo npe.nnoxeH~ Tor.namHero npe3H.neHTa ROMHCCHH .n-pa X. TOMceHa
npe.nce.naTenb pa6o'Ieij rpynnbl nopy'IHn .n-PY M. Po.neBanb.ny (1)e.nepaTHBHaa Pecrry6nHKa repMaHHH) no.nrOTOBHTh npoeKT pyKOBo.nCTBa .nna paCCMOTpeHHa Ha TpeTbeM ceCCHH KMM c yqeTOM
OR

Ha

HH~OpMaQRH,

HH~epnaH~CKHM

y~e

rro~eRaHMR KOMMCCKK,

ony6nHKoaaHHOH

Pecrry6nHKoH repMaHHH,

MeT80pOnOrHQeCKHM HHCTHTyTOM, MeT80pOnOrHQeCKHM yrrpaBneHH8M

Coe.nHHeHHoro RoponeBCTBa H Eropo noro.nbl CmA.
PYKOBO~CTBO

QTO 8TOT T8ROT ~OR~eH OCHOBWBaTb-

we~epaTHBHOH

~on~HO

IlpH "TOM 6blno yKa3aHo, 'ITO

rrpe~CTaBngTb

COOOH no B03MOXHOCTH KpaTKHR C60PHHK rrpocTMX HHCTPYK~HH, HnnrocTpHpoBaHHh~ xapTaMH.
PYKOBO~CTBO ~onXHO ONTb nOHHTHMM
~ng KOMaH~Horo COCTasa TOprOBbIT CY~OB, C T8M, QTOOM ~aTb MY B03MOEHOCT~
COCTaBnHTb KapnI norO~M HnH aHa~HaMpOBaTb CWHOTITMQeCKWe RapnI, BhmycRaeMDle
paaJll1QHbIMR MeTeOpOJlOrMPI8CRMMH CJly}K6aMH E pa~Mo.6fOJlJIeTeHRX ,Il,JIR CY.1l.0B, TIJlaBafOIqHX B OTKpbITOM Mope.

Ro BpeMeHH TpeTbeij ceCCHH KMM (aBrycT 1960 ro.na) no~roToBKa TeKCTa
pyKoBO,Il,CTBa y}K8 3Ha4HTeJIbHO rrpO,Il,BHHyJIaCb Bnepe.1l. 1'1 Ha ceCCHH 6MJlO rrpHHHTo
pemeHwe C03,I1,aTb CneUHaJIbHyw pa60QYw rpynny ,Il,JIR npocMoTpa H OROHQaTeJIbHOrO
O~OpMJleHHR nepBoro np08RTa PYROBO.1l.CTBa.
B COCTaB QTOH pa60Q8H rpyrrnw BOmJIH

.n-p Po.neBanb.n (npe.nce.naTenb), KanMTaH A.A. 1>pecKo (HH.nepnaH.nbl) H KarrHTaH
P.E. MOTTepH (CmA).
IlepBblH rrpoeKT pyKoBo.ncTBa, no.nroToBneHHblH "TOij pa6o'Ieij rpynnoH,
OWJI paaocnaH qJI8HaM KOMHCCHH no MOpCROM M8T80pOJIOrHH .1l.JlH rrpocMoTpa M ROMM8HTapH8B.
nocne 3Toro 6wJI nO,Il,rOTOBJI8H OROHqaTeJlbHH~ npo8KT PYKOBo~cTBa, KOTO-

Pblij paccMaTpHBanoa Ha 'IeTBepToij ceCCHH KMM (KeHeBa, 1964 r.).

CeccHa peKO-

M8H.1l.0BaJla ony6JlHROBaTb T8ROT pyRoBo,Il,cTsa B BH.1l.8 TeXHHQeOKOM aanHCKH He
q8Th~eX O~HUHaJIhHbIX R3WRax BMO.
CeMHa.1l.~aTaR ceceRR MCnOJIHMT8JIhHOrO KOMHT8Ta

(~eHeBa, 1965

ro.n) , npH3HaB BaXHOCTb "TOrO H3.naHHa, o.no6pHna peKoueH.naI:\Hro

KMM.
CJl8,I1,yeT yRaaaTb, qTO CHCTeMa .1l.06POBOJlhHh~ M8T80pOJIOrHQeCRHX HaOJlID,II,eHH~ Ha Ropa6JlRX ~eJlHKON aaBHCHT OT ~o6po~ BOJlH MOpHROB, KOTOpM8 B CBOro oqepe~b HMe~T npaBO paCCqHTMBaTb Ha no~yqeHHe He06xOAHMOH NeTeopO~OrHqeCKO"

HH~opMa~RH, o6eCneqHBa~~eM 6eaonaCHOCTb

H 3KOHOMHtlHOCTh CY~OXO~CTEa.
TaRHM
oOpa30M uenb HaCTORmero PYKOBO~CTEa 3aK~IDtl8eTCR B TOM, qTo6M ~aTb B03MOXHOCTb
pa60THHK8M NopCKoro TpaHCTIOpTa H3B~eqb MaKCHMa~bHyID nOJIhSY li3 MeTeopo~orH
tl8CKHX 6IOJIJIeTeHeit, BbmycKaew,IX MOpCRHMH M8T80pOJlOrHQeCKHMH CJIyxO"aMH.

Iloxb3yacb "TOH B03MOXHOOTbro a XOTen 6bl OT HMeHH BceMHpHOH M~Teopo
nOrH'IeCKuij OpraHH3aI:\HH Bh~a3HTb npH3HaTe~bHOCTb .n-py Po.neBanb.ny H .npyrHM
'IneHaM pa6o'Ie~ rpynnbl 3a pa60Ty no no.nrOTOBKe "TOij TeXHH'IeCKoij 3anHCKH.
B TO :ItS Bpey.FI OT HMeHH caNol pa60Qeit rpynIIhI .FI XOTeJI 6bI noC5JIaro,napHTb MHorHX
JlH~,

npHHHMaamHx ytlaCTH8

B no~roTOBRe 8TO~ rry6JlHKaQHH,

B oco6eHHocTH

x

x. TOMC8Ha H RanHTaHa TpSTherO paHra K.E.H. ~p3HKOMa, OTM8THB TaH~e
3acnyrH nOKOHHoro r-Ha BaH nOHHeH MOHTeHHR H npyrHx qneHOB KOMHCCHH no

~-pa

MOpCKOH M8T80pOJIOrHH,

rreHH cnoco6CTBOBaJIH

KOTopble CBOHMH U;8HHblMH rrpe;J.JIO)K8HK.HNK B H8MaJIOH CTe-

YJ1yqmeH~

OKOHQaTeJIbHOrO TeKeTa pyKoBoACTBa.

n.A. n3BHC
reHepanhlll>lll ceKpeTaph
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PROLOGO

Durante su segunda reuni6n (Hamburgo, 1956), 1a Comisi6n de Meteorologla Maritima
de La OMM (CMM) consider6 que era necesario disponer de textosque sirvieran de gula para
1a preparaci6n de mapas meteoro16gicos a bordo de buques. La Comisi6n transmiti6 este asunto
al Grupo de trabajo de 1a CMM sabre cuestiones de organizaci6n y funcionamiento, presidido
par e1 Comandante C.E.N. Frankcom.

De acuerdo con 1a sugerencla formulada ·par e1 entonces Presidente de 1a CMM, Dr. H.
Thomsen, e1 Presidente del Grupo encarg6 al Dr. M. Rodewald (Republica Federal de Alemania)
que preparara un proyecto de texto para ser examlnado en 1a tercera reun16n de 1a Comisi6n
de Meteorolog1a Maritima, teniendo en cuenta 1a oplni6n formulada par 1a Comision 3 segUn la
cual el texto debia fundarse en la informaci6n que hubiera sido ya publicada par la Republica Federal de Alemania, el Instituto Meteoro16gico de los Palses Bajos, la Ofieina de meteor010gla del Reino Unido y el Servicio Meteoro16gico de los Estados Unidos. 3e estipu16 que
e1 texto deb1a ser tan breve como fuera posible y que constarla de una serie de instrucciones sencillas, debidamente ilustradas con mapas. Este texto debia ser facilmente comprensible para los oficiales de los 'buques mercantes, de modo que les permitiera transcribir los
datos en los mapas meteoro16gicos 0 interpretar los mapas suministrados por los distintos
Servicios Meteoro16g1cos por medio de los boletines transmitidos por radio destinados a la
navegaci6n en alta mar.
En e1 momento de celebrarse la tercera reuni6n de la Comis16n de Meteorologla Maritima (Agosto de 1960) el Dr. Rodewald habla ya realizado considerables progresos en su labor
y la reunion deeidio estableeer un Grupe de trabajo para revisar y finalizar e1 primer borrador del texto. Este Grupo de trabajo 10 componian el Dr. Rodewald (Presidente), el Capitan

A.A. Fresco (Palses Bajos) y el Capitan R.E. Mottern (Estados Unidos).

El primer borrador preparado por este Grupo fue distribuido a los miembros de la
Comisi6n de Meteorologla Marltima para que formularan sus comentarios. A continuacion se
procedi6 a la preparaci6n del borrador definitivo que fue presentado en la cuarta reunion
de la CMM (G~ebra, 1964). Esta reunion recomand6 que se publieara e1 texto como Nota Tecniea, en los cuatro idiomas oficiales de la OMM. La decimoseptima reuni6n ·del Gamite Ejecutivo (Ginebra, 1965)3 reconociendo la 1mportancia de esta publicaci6n, aprob6 la recomendacion rormulada por la Comisi6n de Meteorologia Maritima a este respecto.

Es oportuno recordar que el sistema de informaci6n que se funda en las observaciones
voluntarias efectuadas en los buques depende completamente de la buena voluntad de los marinos, que a su vez tienen motivQs para esperar que se les sumin1stre informaci6n meteoro16gica adecuada que garantice la seguridad y econom1a de sus actividades. En consecuencia,
se espera que La preparaci6n de esta publicaci6n permitir~ a los marinos obtener mayor beneficia de los boletines meteoro16gieos difundldos por los Servicios Meteoro16gicos Maritimos.
Aproveeho g~stoso esta oportunidad para expresar al Dr. Rodewald y a los otros miembrosdel Grupo de trabajo el reconocimiento de la Organizaci6n Meteoro16gica Mundial por
el tiempo y e1 esfuerzo que han dedicado a la preparaei6n de esta Nota Teenica. Al mismo
tiempo, y en nombre del Grupo de trabaJo deseo manifestar roi gratitud por la ayuda que han
J

J
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prestado otras muchas personas con motivQ de esta publicac16n, especlalmente e1 Dr. H. Thomsen,
e1 Comandante C.E.N. Frankcom, e1 fallecido Sr. J.A. van Duijnen y los demas miembros de
1a Comisi6n de Meteorologla Maritima que formularon sugerencias titiles para perfeccionar e1
texto definitivo.

D.A. Davies
Secretario General
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SUMMARY

This Technical Mote is in reality a practical handbook of meteorology tailored to
the needs of mariners. It sets out the various steps leading to the construction of a weather
map and provides the sailor with the techniques for its analysis in case an immediate forecast
should be neces~ary.
Part I deals with the role of shipping in the gathering of meteorological observations and explains the way in which they are encoded, the method of plotting and the draw-

ing of isobars. It also gives sUitably detailed answers for different climatic regions to
questions about weather systems such as fronts.
Part II discusses the various ways in which weather maps can be used in differing
conditions, examining a number of_weather situatjnns which are particularly dangerous to
shipping together with some relevant forecasting rules.

XN

La presente Note technique est en fait un manuel pratique de meteorologie conQu
en fonation des besoins des marins.
Elle initie les marins aux diverses etapes qui aboutissent a l'etablissement d'une
carte meteorologlque et leur donne les connaissances techniques essentielles pour analyser
et utiliser cette carte lorsquril existe une necessite immediate de proceder a une prevision.

La partie I expose Ie r81e joue par Ie navire dans 1 1 execution des observations
meteorologiques, et donne des indications sur les principes du chiffrement, Ie systeme de
pointage et Ie trace des isobares. Elle apporte egalement des reponses suffisamment detaillees aux questions relatives a des systemes meteorologiques, tels que les fronts, dans differentes regions climatiques. La partie II etudie les diverses manieres dont les cartes
ffieteorologiques peuvent @tre utillsees lorsque les conditions varient. Elle passe aussi en
revue un certain nombre de situations meteorologiques qui presentent un danger particulier
pour la navigation maritime et precise les regles a appliquer dans ce cas en matiere de
prevision.
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Resumen

Esta' Nota Teeniea es en realidad un manual practico de meteorolog1a adaptado a las
necesidades de los marinos.
Da a conocer a1 marino las distintas etapas que preceden a 1a elaborac16h de un
mapa meteoro16gico y Ie facl1ita los conocimientos tecnicos fundamentales que se preclsan
para anallzarlo y utl11zarlo con e1 fin de satisfacer sus necesldades Inmediatas con respecta a 1a predicc16n.
En 1a Parte I de 18 Nota se explica 1a func16n que desempena e1 buque en las observaclones meteoro16gicas l los principlos que se siguen en e1 cifrado de las mismas, e1 sis-

tema de transcrlpcibh de datos en los mapas y e1 trazado de isobaras. En esta Parte se
incluyen tamblen respuestas convenientemente detalladas a preguntas relaclonadas con los
siste~as .meteoroI6g1cos,

matlcas.

tales comQ los frentes, que se producen en dlstlntas regiones c11-

Ell 16 Parte II se dlscuten los dlstlntos modos en que pueden utlllzarse los mapas

meteoro16gicos, en condiciones distintas y se exam1na tambien cierto nUmero de situaciones
meteorologicas especlalmente peligrosas para La navegaci6n maritima. Be Incluyen asimlsmo
las correspondientes normas de predicci6n.
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PART I

1.

I

THE PREPARATION OF WEATHER MAPS

PREFACE

In spite of all the progress made in the construction of ships and the development
of new navigational aids, weather - especially gales and poor visibility - is still a factor for the mariner to reckon with, affecting as it does the operation of ships at sea or in
port. A weather map prepared on board ship can afford invaluable assistance to the captain
by providing information about the present and future weather along his intended course.

It is the object of this two-part handbook to describe the preparation of a weather
map on board ship (Part r) and to give some additional information which should prove helpfut in making use of it (Part II). For brevity's sake this guide covers only the fundamentals of weather map plottingJ analysis J and use. To learn the derivation of the rules and
to obtain a more detailed description of the procedures presented J it would be necessary
to refer to a meteorological textbook.
The meteorological code forms J code tables and specifications which are used in
coded meteorological messages for shipping are specified' in WMO Publication No.9J Volumes B
and D. They are also reproduced in some publications issued by national authorities concerned. Reference to these codes is recommended when reading or using the handbook. The
code forms specifically referred to in the handbook are :
FM 11.C

SYNOP

(surface report from land station)

FM 21.C

SHIP

(surface report from ship in full form)

FM 22.C

SHIP

(su;rface report from ship in abbreviated form)

FM 23.C

SIIREIl

(surface report from ship in reduced form)

FM 26.B

SPESH

(special weather report from ship)

FM 46.c

IAC FLEET

(analysis in abbreviated form)

FM 61.C

MAFOR

(forecast for shipping).

(a) The terms "map" and I1 chart lf as applied to weather analyses and prognoses
are used interchangeably in this handbook.
(b) In some figures and sometimes in the text the following abbreviations
are used t
N.H.
S.H.

northern hemisphere
southern hemisphere.

2.

INTRODUCTION TO THE PRINCIPLES OF WEATRER MAP CONSTRUCTION

2.1

Weather in:formation provided by observation aboard an individual ship

In former times J before radio came into use J the captain of a ship sailing the high
seas W3S alone with the wind and the sea. He had only his own observation with which to anticipate the weather along the Ship l S course. The appearance of the visible skYJ the movement
of upper clouds J the backing or veering of the wind J the tendency of the barometerJ a change
in the state of the sea or decreasing or increasing visibility were among the observations
which gave him an idea of what might happen during the next 12 hours or se. From his personal
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experience of various sea and ocean areas, by applying certain rules and by reading "sail_
ing directlons fl and handbooks on prevailing conditions, the master of' a ship was able to
make the best of his observations by drawing a reasonable conclusion from them. All the
older rules on storm strategy are based upon individual shipboard weather observations or
a sequence of such observations, and while they were certainly helpful in some cases they
could be disappointing in others.
2.2

Weather information provided by another ship's observation

Nowadays, in the age of radio, a ship can receive far better information concerning the present and future weather along its intended course. When the wind starts freshening while the upper clouds become denser and the barometer begins to fall~ the captain knows

that a low~ accompanied by bad weather~ is approaching the ship's position~ but he does not
know how intense it may be~ where its centre is or what course it may follow unless he has
more at his disposal than his own observation.
If he knew about the character of the disturbance~ he might alter course and/or
reduce speed. On the other hand it might not be necessary to take such precautions at all.
In such a situation the simplest method of getting weather information from "far beyond the
horizon lt might be to call another ship by radio and ask : If Please give me your position~
present weather, corrected barometer reading~ wind direction and force."
Occasionally a single ship's observation received in this way may help the captain
to deduce more about the weather situation than he could ever do solely from his own observations, no matter how carefully they have been made and interpreted.
2.3

The two-point sketch : the simplest form of weather map

Even if no more than two observations are available - one's own and one received
by radio - it helps to understand the weather situation if a picture is made of them. The
two observing ships may be several hundred miles from one another. What weather exists
between them? The answer becomes easier when a pictorial or graphic relationship can be
found. Two weather observations made at different positions at (nearly) the same time are
the minimum for sketching a rough weather map.
Figure 1 gives an example for making such a sketch. It is based upon a real occurrence in late December 1950, one of the months of the hurricane season in the southern Indian
Ocean. Two ships are under way along the eastern coast of Africa~ ship A following a course
to the SSW, ship B following a course to the north. Ship B experiences a freshening wind
from east to south, reaching force 7 (30 knots). At the same time, ship A observes a north-

westerly breeze of force

4 (15 knots).

If there were a radio exchange of these observations between the two ships~ a weather map could be sketched aboard either of them. It would be most probable that these winds
formed part of a cyclonic air circulation, which is clockwise in the southern hemisphere
(Figure 1). The centre of the cyclone should be between the two ships, but perhaps somewhat nearer to ship B owing to the higher wind force encountered.
A second indication of the cyclone!s presence and the position of its centre would
be the swell waves observed. Ship B would observe an increasing northerly swell~ the direction being more than'90 0 from the wind direction. Ship A would observe an increasing swell
from sw to SSW, this direction also being more than 900 from that of the wind. The northerly
swell must have been generated by heavy northerly winds, as they are found on the eastern
side of a cycl::me in the southern hemisphere. The south-westerly swell, however, must come
from the north-western sector of the cyclone centre where south-western winds are blowing.
This gives a further indication of the position of the cyclone centre, marked by 0 in
Figure 1.
Since it is likely that no attempt to contact one another by radio has been made,
neither ship A nor ship B knows about the wind and swell conditions encountered by the other.
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Therefore they are not aware of the proximity of the cyclone centre, and they both steam
toward its centre to encounter the force of a severe hurricane wit~ dangerously high seas.
A meteorological office on land, in this case, transmitted by radio the positions
of two low pressure centres (indicated by S in Figure 1), one of 1003 rob near 100S, 42°E..
the other one of 1000 mb near 17°3, 41oE. Actually, hO\'lever" one centre of 975 mb was pre-

sent about halfway between these two positions. Since the meteorological office on land
received not a single ship's weather report indicating the existence of this cyclone, it was
unable to transmit the right cyclone position at the right time.
If the two ships A and B were under the same atmospheric pressure at the time of
the observations shown in Figure l~ the circular line cOTh~ecting them would be an isobar
( = line of equal pressure), say of 1010 mb if the Jorrected barometer reading of A and B
were 1010 mb. Thus the sketch of this circular isobar indicates the cyclonic air movement
(clockwise in the southern hemisphere) over the whole sea area between the two ships. Though
the central pressure of the cyclone is unknown at the time~ the increasing swell should
arouse the suspicion of very high wind forces around the centre.
2.4

The established arrangement for facilitating weather map construction at sea

Normally reports from many ships distributed over a wide area are required to prepare a reliable weather map. It would be a hopeless undertaking, however, if each radio
officer tried to prepare his own map by obtaining reports from a sufficient number of the
other ships. Instead~ a more reasonable arrangement has been established as follows ;
- observing ships transmit their weather reports to a coastal radio station;
- the coastal stations transmit the reports to certain collecting centres;
- all the reports collected from ships and from land stations are used by the professional meteorologists of a central weather office in preparing detailed weather maps}
- the central weather offices broadcast bulletins for shipping;
- the contents of these bulletins can easily be used in constructing shipboard
weather maps which are similar to those prepared in the meteorological offices.
Many ships have been recruited for weather observing (they are called selected,
supplementary and auxiliary ships), and any mariner who has made and reported weather observations is well aware of the reasons for having international codes to facilitate the rapid
and universally understandable exchange of information. He knows the observing, coding,
and reporting procedures. Mariners who are not engaged in this service may refer to national
instructions, but will find the flUldamentals of decoding in this handbook.
The weather bulletins for shipping - daily results of the permanent collaboration
between observing ships and evaluating meteorological offices - are transmitted either in
plain language or coded form, or both. The coded data are used primarily for construction
of shipboard weather maps, the International Analysis Code (lAC FLEEr) being the most important form of transmitting the material for preparing a weather map at sea on a daily
or more frequent basis. The only individual ship reports included in the radio broadcasts
for ships are those considered necessary to supplement the coded analysis. They are chosen
for their accuracy and location.
Analyses are made With confidence for sea areas from which a good number of observations, in both space and time, are received. As the number of observations decreases, so
in general does the accuracy of the synoptic chart analyses. In ocean areas where the number of observations is very small~ designated by meteorologists as "sparse areas lr , the
value of every observation is very high. Ships make a considerable contribution to weather
forecasting when they report regularly in these areas (see Appendix II).
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Facsiml1e~ a most modern means of radio transmission, delivers the weather map
directly, thus saving the time for decoding and plotting. Facsimile broadcasts of surface
analyses and prognoses issued by Meteorological Services can be very useful to the masters
of ships having facsimile (FAX) receivers. Meteorologically-minded captains can take particular advantage of this information when it is associated with the weather bulletins and
forecasts which are broadcast by radio. The ice and wave information shown on the facsimile
maps issued by some countries is also of considerable value in certain sea areas.

A very important point is that FAX maps give the picture of the weather situation
exactly as prepared by the professional meteorologist. Such errors as may arise occasionally from coding and decodingJ from transmitting and receiving code figures J or from an
incomplete "do-it-yourself ll weather map aboard ship are eliminated by the facsimile technique.
If a facsimile receiver 1s on board J only Part II of the Handbook may seem important to the mariner. A thorough knowledge of Part I should be gained J however J because it
is the basis for preparing weather charts at sea, which would become necessary if the FAX
receiver broke down.
2.5

Plotting charts for use with the weather bulletins

A number of the Meteorological Services supply printed charts to ships which cooperate by making regular weather reports. These charts J which are available for the various
ocean areas of the world J are either printed "radio weather maps" or printed outline charts.
They are available in different scales J but usually 1 : 20 J OOO J OOO J which need be no larger
than about 50 x 60 em (20 x 24 inches) to cover an entire ocean and parts of adjacent land
areas. They are supplied on request J generally free of charge to co-operating marine.observers J by Port Meteorological Officers (or upon written application to the Meteorological
Office of the country concerned)J and are for sale to ships which do not participate in the
voluntary observing scheme.
2.6

The synoptic principle

The atmosphere consists of many interrelated weather systems which are constantly
moving and changing in intensity. In order to see and to understand their distribution in
space J it is necessary to represent on a chart the general pattern of the state of the
atmosphere at some given moment. A large number of weather observations J made simultaneously
over a wide area J is required to achieve this. When these observations are plotted on a
special chart J it becomes a synoptic chart. To obtain simultaneous observations "synoptic
hours" have been introduced internationallYJ the main synoptic hours being 0000, 0600,
1200 and 1800 GMT throughout the world.
2.7

The principle of using figures and symbols on weather maps

Weather reports are plotted on synoptic charts in figures and symbols for the
same reasons that weather reports are transmitted in coded form - to conserve time and space
and to provide a system which is independent of language barriers. The plotting procedures
are discussed in Chapter 3 of Part I.
2.8

The two basic principles of weather map construction

A weather map covered with observations in the form of figures and symbols may look
confusing before being analysed J but the apparent disorder is quite easily resolved if the
procedures which follow are used. There are two different approaches to analysing a weather
map : one is to draw isobars (isolines connecting points or reports of equal barometric
pressure); the other is to draw fronts (boundaries separating air masses having different
characteristics).
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Of all the possible kinds of isalines which can be drawn on a weather map (and there
are many), isobars are by far the best for depicting the overall weather patterns. The isobars define the barometric field by showing the areas of relatively higher or lower pressure,
these areas being labelledllhighs" and 111ows tl, respectively. The kind of weather experienced
depends largely on the arrangement of high and low pressure areas. Of greatest significance
to the mariner is the fact that the direction and speed of the wind are closely related to
the orientation and spacing of the isobars.
The second basic approach to weather map construction 1s that of drawing lines
through points or regions where discontinuities or radical changes in certain of the weather
elements can be seen. These lines separate air masses having quite different characteristics,
for example cold, dry air from warm, moist air. Air masses are characterized by certain
rather uniform weather elements within themselves. However, if two adjacent air masses are
characterized only by changes in wind direction, for example the north-east trades and the
south-east trades which are directed against one another, the boundary between them is
called a line of convergence. If two air masses can be distinguished by their temperatures
or, more correctly, by their dew-point temperatures, the boundary between them is an air mass
boundary called a front. Fronts, or more properly frontal zones, are also regions of convergence marked by changes in wind direction and/or speed.
Certain weather phenomena are closely related to fronts, the weather varying according to the type of front - cold, warm, or occluded. Fronts, moreover, are closely associated
with the development and movement of the low pressure areas.
It 1s by the twofold method of drawing isobars and fronts that a clear picture of
the weather situation emerges from the mass of weather observations plotted on a weather map.
Isobaric construction is discussed in Chapter 4, and the location and drawing of fronts is
covered in Chapter 5.

2.9

Weather bulletins for shipping and the International Analysis Code

Weather bulletins for shipping are broadcast by designated radio stations at regular
intervals. Details of the broadcast schedules~ frequencies and contents are contained in
World Meteorological Organization (WMO) publications and in readily available publications
issued by the marine meteorological offices of the maritime nations of the world. The bulletins usually contain the following parts
Part I

storm warnings in plain language

Part II

A plain language summary of the synoptic weather situation

Part III

Plain language forecasts for the areas of concern

Part IV

Synoptic weather map analysis in the abbreviated International Analysis
Code for marine use (lAC FLEET), WMO Code FM 46.c

Part V

Selected ship reports in WMO Code FM 21.C

Part VI

Selected land station reports in WMO Code FM 11.C

Parts I-III in plain language are very familiar to most mariners who sail the high
seas. Parts IV-VI are the ones which will receive attention in this handbook~ because they
provide the mariner with more detailed information (see Appendix I for a sample bulletin).
Parts V and VI of the weather bulletin are usually transmitted ahead of Part IV in
the schedule, because the reports themselves are available before the analysis which is made
from them. A discussion of Part IV follows. It is included in this introductory chapter
because of its relative simplicity. Chapter 3 discusses the decoding and plotting of Parts
V and VI.
tions of

Without plotting Parts V and VI, it is possible to get an indication of the posihighs~ lows~ fronts and isobars from decoding and plotting Part IV. It can
be
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assumed that the analysis transmitted in Part IV has been prepared by experienced meteorologists who have had access to many more surface reports and other data than the few reports
included in Parts V and VI. These few reports should be plotted when received to give substance to the analysis when it is plotted and to refine it in the area of immediate interest.
The reports themselves show actual wind and weather conditions which can only be inferred
from the analysis alone.
Referring to Part IV of the sample bulletin in Appendix I (coded analysis in lAC
FLEET code forms FM 46.C), there follows an explanation of how to decode and plot the data.
The analysis is shown on the weather map in Appendix I. The group 10001 indicates "Analysis
follows". The group 65556 would have been used instead of 10001 were this a "prognosis". In
the second group 33388# the figures 88 indicate that all positions in the message are in the
form Q LaLaLcLo (Q = octant of the globe~ thereafter latitude and longitude to nearest degree).
The first figure 0 in the third group 01206 is an indicator, while the figures 12 signify
the 12th of the month and the 06 following shows that the analysis is based on observations
made at 0600 GMI'. If this were a prognosis a fourth group OOOOpGp would be used, where
GpGp = hours to be added to observation time to obtain verifying time of prognosis.

99900 is an indicator group meaning that analysis (or prognosis) of the pressure
systems follows. On the next five lines# there is a series of three groups, the first group
of each line beginning with figure 8. These code groups are of the form 8Ptpcpp QLaLaLoLo
mdsdsfsfs •
~

The position group QLaLaLaLo is often given twice after each 8 PtPcPP group.

The figure 8 denotes that the groups contain details of pressure systems. Taking
the first group 85631, the figures 5 (from the specification table for Pt ) and 6 (from the
specification table for Pc) denote a lIHigh filling or weakening but not disappearing lf • The
pressure in the centre of this high is 1031 mb (the last two figures of the group being 31).
The second group 05463 then gives the position which is 54°N, 63°W. The third group (if
present) is the "movement groupll. Its first figure denotes the character of movement, in
this case 0 = nNo specification". The next figures signify the direction and speed of movement of the pressure system, 0640 = IrSystem moving toward 60 0 at 40 knots ll •
The groups of the other lines beginning with figure 8 are deal~ with in the same
way, the second line e.g. denoting "a deepening low 994 mb" (81394) at 4loN. 59°W (04159)
"moving toward 360° at 30 knots" (03630).
99911 is an indicator group meaning that analysis (or prognosis) of the frontal
systems follows. Next come groups of the form 66 FtFiF c , each, followed by several position
groups. A Ifmovement group" takes the last place. This part of the message enables the
fronts to be plotted. In the first group 66460, Ft = 4 and Fi = 6 indicate "a cold front
of moderate, increasing intensity". F ~ 0 denotes that the frontal character is unspecified. The following groups 02466 03(f;O 03458 03857 04159 are position groups giving
the points 24°N, 66°w - 30 0 N, 600 w - 34°N, 58°w - 38°N, 57°W - 4l oN, 59°W. The position
of the front is then obtained by drawing a smooth curve through these points.
knots.

Movement of the front is indicated by the group 00715 = movement toward 700 at 15
The same procedure is followed for other groups beginning with 66.

99922 is an indicator group meaning that analysis (or prognosis) of the isobars
follows. These groups of the form 44 PPP are again followed by several position groups.
This part of the message enables some selected isobars to be plotted. In the first group
44000, PPP ~ 000 indicates that the following groups give the position of the lOOQ-mb isobar (03859 = 38°N, 59°W, etc.). With isobars of 1000 mb or higher, the thousands figure
is omitted after the "44 11 indicator.
The message 1s ended by the indicator group 19191.
(a) In the sample weather map, the selected isobars (groups 44 PPP) are indicated
by thicker lines. The respective positions are marked by the pressure values
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on the proper places. It is a recommended practice to plot all data of the
Parts IV, VI VI (Analysls 1 Ships! Reports, station Reports) t;fore drawing the
isobars. Details of the weather map shown in Appendix I should be studied after
the remaining chapters of Part I of this book have been read.
The weather map of 12 February 1962, 0600 GMT, has been selected because it shows
a great variety of weather phenomena and of directions and forces of winds, together with a wide range of pressure values. On the other hand, the map also
gives a broad-scale simple pattern of isobars, air streams, and fronts. Finally,
it is a map from a historic weather period (see Appendix I).
(b) See paragraph 5.9, Tropical weather systems, for an explanation of the decoding
of an IAC FLEET tropical analysis message.

(0) Clpse examination of the lAC FLEET Code (FM 46.C) will reveal a "Waves or Temperature Sectionlt • With this section it is possible to give the direction and
period of waves at selected positions. This can be done in either an lAC FLEET
analysis message or prognosis message.

3.

OB'3ERVATIONS ON THE WEATHER MAP

Observational practices are discussed in detail in the Guides for Marine Meteorological Observers which are issued by the Meteorological Services of maritime countries. The
methods for making weather observations and for coding and reporting them will not, therefore, be discussed in this Technical Note.
3.1

Forms of coded weather reports

Weather reports from ships at sea (excluding Ocean Station Vessels) are coded in
one of several WMO codes as follows :
FM 21.C Surface report from ship in full form preceded by word I1 SHlp ll
by ships carrying all the necessary tested meteorological instruments.

-

for use

FM 22.C Surface report from ship in abbreviated form preceded by word "SHIpll - for
use by ships not carrying a full set of tested meteorological instruments.
FM 23.C Surface report from ship in reduced form preceded by llSlIRED" - for use
by ships not supplied with tested instruments.
Whatever code is employed, all ships' weather reports are valuable~ especially
those from sparse areas - those ocean areas remote from usual shippi'ng lanes where the Humber of ships available to make weather reports is extremely small.
In bulletins broadcast to shipping, selections of ship reports contain o~ly the
first five groups of the full code~ FM 21.0, as a rule. Sometimes one or more wave data
groups are given. The following symbols are used for the first five groups of the SHIP
code :
Nddff

VVwwW

PPPTT

The symbols for the "wave groupll are I dwdwPwHw where !fln is the identifying figure
for the group. Selections of land station reports in shipping bulletins comprise only the
first four groups of the land station code (FM Il.C). They are expressed by the following
symbols:
(II)11i

Nddff

VVwwW

PPPTT

The first group of the land station code identifies the country and the station.
A selection of these identification numbers 1s printed in the appropriate position on weather
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maps. Because ships are mobile stations with changing positions, the first two groups of
the ship code give the position (plus date and time) of a ship at the time the observation
was made. Following these "position groups It , the next three groups are identical in the
ship and the land station code (the SHRED code differs slightly as regards PPPJ see section

3.7) :
Land station

Ship

PPPTT

~
2nd

Y:!:!!Y!!!.
3rd

4th group

3rd

4th

5th group

Weather stations included in weather broadcasts to shipping are listed in World
Meteorological Organization- Publication No. 9.TP.4, Volume D, "Information for Shipping",
and in the special publications of individual maritime countries.
3.2

Decoding weather reports

plotting.

The ships I weather reports given in the broadcast bulletin must be decoded before
A specimen report is given below :

SHIP
20424

41418

94105

11217

YQ.LaLaLa

NdMf

VVwwW

PPPTT

Group 1

3

5

"wave group"

Decoding :
Group

Code
y

1

Q

LaLaLa

LoLoLo

Figures

2
0
424

2

GG

662
12

3

N
dd
ff

4
14
18

VV
ww

94
10

W
PPP

5

TT

wave
group

dwdw

1
Pw

!\,

5
112
17
1
14
3
2

Meaning
day of the week
octant of the globe

Monday
N.Hemisphere,o-90oW

latitude

42.4°N

longitude
time of observation

66.2°W
1200 GMr

cloud amount
wind direction
wind speed

4 "oktas" (eighths
of sky) from 140°
18 knots

visibility
present weather
past weather

1 kin or 1100 yd
mist
drizzle

atmospheric pressure
air temperature

1011.2 millibars
17°C

identifying figure

wave group

direction of waves
period of waves

140°
6-7 seconds

height of waves

1 metre
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A great deal of information has been compressed into six groups each of 5 figures.
By using a well distributed selection of about 25 ship reports~ the weather conditions can

be illustrated over a major part of the ocean.

station models for plotting data

3.3

All of the data in the ship's weather report mentioned under paragraph 3.2 above
can be plotted in a small space on the weather map. A "station circle ll drawn at the right
position - in the example 42.4°N~ 66.2°W - is the first step in plotting. This small circle
represents the visible sky at the ship's position 7 and in it 1s entered a symbol representing
the cloud amoWlt, as given under N in the 3rd group. In the sample report N = 4~which means
"4 eighths (one-half) of the celestial dome is covered by clouds". I t is plotted thus: ()
Since the interior of the station circle is reserved for the total cloud amount (N),
all other data given in the weather report are arranged around it. The arrangement of entries
follows a fixed pattern to avoid mistakes conoerning the meaning of figures and symbols. The
station circle with the prescribed arrangement of data 1s called the II s tation modell!. A
station model with entries corresponding to the ship.'s report mentioned under paragraph ).2

above 1s shown in Figure 3 (upper part).
These entries are made as follows
- The last three figures of the pressure in millibars and tenths (coded as PPP) are
entered at the upper right of the station circle.
- The symbol for past weather (W) is entered at the lower right.
- The figures for air temperature (TT) are entered at the upper left.
- The symbol for present weather (ww) is placed directly to the ,left of the station
circle.
- The code figure for visibility (VV) is placed to the left of the present weather
symbol.

- A wavy line - with an arrowhead - showing the direction from which waves are coming
(~~) and the figures for period (Pwl and for height (Rw) of waves, separated by
an oblique stroke, are entered below the station circle. Data for the second
wav~ group, when reported, should be entered below symbols for the first wave group.

- The line, or arrow shaft, emanating from the station circle indicates the wind
direction (dd). The head of the arrow is represented by the station circle itself.
Thus, the plotted position of the arrow shaft varies with the direction of the
actual wind reported.
- The wind speed (ff) is indicated by the nwnber of "feathers ll at the end of the wind
direction arrow.
The station model used in meteorological offices ashore c0ntains more data than
the model shown above (types of clouds, barometric change, dew-point temperature, etc.).
Normally the station model shown in Figure 3 will be sufficient for plotting weather maps
at sea.
~

3.4

~

The station models for the northern and southern hemispheres are the same, except
that the feathers for the wind speed are drawn on different sides of the arrow shaft.
See the second example in Figure 3 for the southern hemisphere (S.H.); see also next
paragraph 3.4.
Drawing wind direction and speed

An arrow is drawn to show the direction of the wind. The arrow flies with the wind:
that is, when the wind is south-east (blowing from the south--east), the station cirole whioh
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represents the arrowhead points toward the north-west and the tail toward the south-east. When
drawing the arrow it is usual to omit the head and to dr L'.W only the shaft, extending back
from the station circle toward the direction from which the wind 1s blowing. In weather
r.eports, the wind direction is given in tens of degrees; sQuth-eastis 135 0 which is coded

as 14 (as are all directions from 135° to 144°).
Figure 4 shows the wind rose, with the directions (dd) corresponding to the code
numbers from 01 to 36, arranged around the station circle.
The wind speed (ff) 1s indicated by feathers and pennants which are drawn on the
tail of the wind direction arrow. A full feather on the arrow represents a wind speed of
10 knots while a half feather indicates 5 knots. Thus a wind speed of 17 knots is plotted
as a full feather and a half feather and 18 knots as two full feathers. In plotting a wind
speed of 64 knots, draw a solid pennant to represent 50 knots and also a full feather and
a half feather to indicate the remaining 14 knots. For winds of less than 3 knots no feather is drawn. If there is a half feather and one or more full feathers (or a pennant)
the half feather is placed nearest to the station circle.

Wind speed symbols covering 00 to 70 knots are shown in Figure 5.
reported (ddf! = 0000) draw a second circle around the station circle.

When a calm is

On weather maps for the northern hemisphere the feathers and pennants are drawn
on the left side of the shaft looking toward the station circle. On southern hemisphere
maps they are drawn on the right side of the shaft. Using this system the feathers are
always on the low-pressure side of the arrowshaft.
3.5

The entry of total cloud amount

The symbols for total cloud amount in eighths of the sky covered C'oktas"), which
are plotted in the station circle, are shown in Figure 6. For simplicity in plotting, an
abridged table of symbols is shown in the right-hand column of the figure.
3.6

Plotting weather symbols

The full table of symbols for entry of "present weather fl (ww) is given in Appendix
E to the WMO Technical Regulations. A very simple abridged list of symbols f<;>r present
weather, sufficient for most practical purposes on board ship, is shown in Figure 7. In
selecting the ww symbol from this abridged model, all ww code figures in the 40 decade are
entered as fog; all in the 50 decade as drizzle) all in the 60 decade as rain) etc. Each
ww entry is placed at the left of the station circle.
If the abridged list of symbols in Figure 7 is considered to be too brief to describe conditions adequately, the abridged list in Figure 8 can be used instead.
The weather symbols give a more or less pictorial representation of the weather.
Any weather information given in a plain language bulletin can be represented by symbols in
the same way as the coded ww figures, taking the snow-flake
for snowy weather, the raindrop • for rainy weather, and so on.

*'

When plotting past weather (W), symbols for W=4 to 9 are used as indicated in
Figure 7 for the ww decades 40 to 90 - not forgetting to place W at the lower right of the
station circle. As W covers the six hour period since the last synoptic hour it gives,
together with the present weather (ww), more complete information than ww alone is able to do.
3.7

Entering barometric pressure, air temperature, and visibility

The pressure reading (PPP), entered at the upper right of the station circle, is
plotted as received.
PPP = 138 means
PPP = 762 means

1013.8 millibars
976.2 millibars
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If a report is received from a vessel using the SHRED code, the pressure will be
given as PPX. The x should be entered as the third figure when plotting. A ship whose
barometer is pumping too heavily for accurate reading, in a rough sea, may also replace the
third figure by x. The entry would thus appear as 13x, 76x, etc.

The air temperature (TT) has its place at the upper left of the station circle.
According to international regulations, Celsius (Centigrade) temperatures should be used.
When the Celsius temperature is below
the number (ignoring the sign) when encoding.

any coded TT-value between 50 and
TT
TT

= 53
= 61

I
I

aoe

(below freezing point), 50 is added to

Accordingly 50 has to be subtracted

from

99 when decoding, for example :

decoded
decoded

The entry on the weather map will be

-3 and -11 respectively.

In the case of visibility, the code figures VV denoting it are entered directly
to the left of the present weather symbol. In some ocean areas good visibility is so usual
that entering the higher values may be considered a waste of plotting time. However, as
poorer visibility (vv = 96, or less) may be an important factor affecting safe navigation,
all reports of impaired visibility (VV = 90 - 96) should be plotted.

3.8

Plotting wave direction, period and height

A wavy line with an arrowhead is drawn immediately underneath the station circle
to indicate the direction (dwdw) from which the wavep are coming. The figures for both the
period (Pw) and the height (Hw) of waves, separated by an oblique stroke, for example 6/1
(period 6 seconds, height 1 m), are plotted to the right of the arrow. Where more than one
wave group is reported, the first group is the one describing the waves generated by the
winds in the vicinity of the observing ship. Subsequent wave groups describe secondary
wave trains generated by winds in other areas (swell waves).
3.9

Additional remarks concerning entries on the weather map

The full station model for a ship's report in code FM 2l.C makes provision for the
entry of all the information contained in 10 groups.
Although it will not normally be possible for a ship's officer to plot and use all
the information which he receives, nevertheless he can be sure that the fullest use will be
made of his own observations by the Meteorological Services of most countries which receive
his transmissions. Appropriate symbols are used by meteorological offices ashore for plotting cloud types, past weather, the amount of cloud and characteristics of pressure tendency
to obtain a complete representation of each individual report on the synoptic weather chart.
Rather than go into further detail about this professional meteorological work, it
seems more profitable to make the following remarks on practical plotting at sea.
- The order of plotting should follow as nearly as possible that of the elements
contained in the report.
- Enter the date and time of the observations on the map.
- Draw the station circle for the ship's report in the proper position.
- Insert the symbol appropriate to "Nit in the station circle to represent the total
cloud amount.
- Draw the wind direction and speed arrow from the station circle, keeping in mind
the change in true direction from one point to another which is caused by map projections other than Mercator. The pennant symbol for a wind speed of 50 knots
should be drawn larg_e enough so that it will not be confused with the single feather
denoting 10 knots.
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- Next,plot either the weather group VVwwW or the pressure group PPPTT first, followed
by the other group, with the entries placed aocording to the station model.
- The wave groups IdwdwPwHw

(sea and swell), if given, are plotted last.

This completes the plotting of a single report. If this is done neatly, the most
important items of information about the weather can be readily picked out. After a little
practice 20 or more reports can be plotted in a relatively short time.

4.

ISOBARS

The isobars on a weather map may be compared with the contours on a topographical
map. The contours on the latter define hills, valleys, and steep or shallow slopes in
between. Furthermore, each height contour forms a closed curve. Likewise each isobar if the map covered the globe - would be a closed curve.
4.1

Type of pressure systems and the wind systems related to them

There are certain typical isobaric patterns which delineate some characteristic
types of pressure systems. A model of various types is shown in Figure 9 for the northern
and southern hemispheres. The arrows indicate the direction of winds associated with the
pressure systems. The direction of the winds over the open sea is nearly parallel to the
isobars, but with a slight angle across the isobars toward lower pressure.
In the northern hemisphere, the winds go clockwise around centres of high pressure
and anti-clockwise around centres of low pressure. In the southern hemisphere the air
circulation is reversed.
The basic types of pressure systems are :
(a)

the high (abbreviation : H), also called anticyclone;

(b)

the low (abbreviation : L), also called cyclone or depression.

Their characteristics are closed isobars around a central region of (a) highest
pressure, (b) lowest pressure, compared with the adjacent areas in whatever direction.
The most important subtypes of (a) and (b) are :
(aa)

the ridge (of high pressure);

(bb)

the trough (of low pressure).

These are isobaric extensions of (a) and (b) respectively, resulting from the noncircular shape of most high and low pressure systems. They are formed by elongated isobars
around a central axis of (aa) relatively high pressure, and of (bb) relatively low pressure but without closed isobars.
Formation of a high (closed isobar) - also called " anticyclogenesis" - may take
place in a ridge; formation of a low (closed isobar) - called IIcyclogenesisll - may in a
similar way occur in a trough. Thus we have the further subtypes :
(aaa)

the secondary high;

(bbb)

the secondary low, briefly named Hsecondaryll.

When compared with the principal pressure centres (a) and (b), the secondary
centres (aaa).and (bbb) are characterized by the relatively small extent of the closed isobar (or isobars). The more frequent and important is the tlsecondaryll (low).
one

If there is a high or low pressure system with several centres but nQ principal
them. we may speak of
(aaaa) a complex high;

amon~

(bbbb) a complex low.
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Besides these high and low types, we can distinguish some types which are neither
H- nor L-types :

(c)

The col (or saddle) is a region between two highs and two lows lying (nearly) cross-

wise, the very middle between being a Itneutral point ll where the winds from opposite

directions come to a standstill.
(d)

The area of (nearly) straight isobars - and, therefore, of constant wind direction is often found about halfway between a high and a low, being (nearly) parallel to
the main axis of the high. Straight isobars are characteristic of the warm sector
of a cyclone (see Figure 21).

(e)

The area of uniform pressure may be compared with the plain or peneplain on a topographical map. Here we have no isobars, or they are Widely spaced and irregular.
The winds therefore are light and variable.

4.2

The intervals between consecutive isobars

In Part IV of the weather bulletin, the intervals between consecutive isobars will
be either four or five millibars, or multiples thereof. Bulletins from the United States
and the United Kingdom contain an isobaric interval of four millibars, or multiples of four
millibars (1012, 1008, 1004, 1000, 996, etc.). In the bulletins from other countries, the
interval is five millibars, or multiples of five (1005, 1000, 995, etc.). It is immaterial
which interval is used, but consistency from one map to the next should be the keynote.
As stated in section 2.8, there is a definite relationship between the direction
and speed of the wind and the orientation and spacing of the isobars : the steeper the
barometric slope (i.e. the closer the isobars) the stronger the wind speed. In order to gain
skill in estimating wind speed from the spacing of the isobars it is preferable to employ
the same isobario interval from one map to the next.
In cases where an analysis message (Part IV) omits some of the isobars for the sake
of brevity, it is recommended that the intermediate isobars be sketched on the map to give
a better appreciation of the wind speeds to be expected.

4.3

Interpolation and extrapolation

Since land stations and ships are randomly spaced with respect to the instantaneous
pressure pattern, very few of the reported pressures will be those through which the isobars
should pass. Therefore interpolation of reported pressures is necessary to, obtain values
equal to those needed for the isobars. That is, the isobar is drawn between stations with
higher and lower pressures at a position where the pressure is estimated to be the same as
the value of the isobar. Furthermore, to complete an analysis on a given map it is often
necessary to extrapolate pressures outside the area of reported pressures.
Figure 10 shows an isobaric pattern where the reported pressure values equal the
values used for drawing isobars. At this point it is worth noting that in the northern
hemisphere lower pressure is always to the left of a particular isobar when facing in the
direction towards which the wind is blowing. The reverse is the case in the southern hemisphere. Supplemented by individual reports, this rule can be of assistance in adjusting
an analysis with too few isobars in the immediate area of interest or which may have been
received incomplete because of transmission or reception difficulties.
Figure 11 is a display of pressure reports more nearly approximating what might be
expected. In this case it is necessary to interpolate between reported pressures to obtain
the location for the desired isobars. Figure 12 gives another example where interpolation
is necessary. Note that ItX" marks have been inserted to aid in the positioning of the isobars in Figure l2a.
In Figure l2b near (N), two solutions are shown, the proper one depending on the
actual or estimated value at (N). For the mariner, it makes little difference whether the
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correct solution is found, because the region near (N) is one of light and variable winds.
Finally, Figure 13 gives a combination of interpolation and extrapolation.

4.4

Wind speed and direction versus isobars

As mentioned in the preceding chapter, the more the isobars are crowded together
the tighter the pressure gradient and the stronger the wind. Reports of wind speed (ff)
contained in ship reports can be of great assistance in spacing the isobars (see Figure 14).
As also previously mentioned, the direction (dd) of the wind over the open sea is ~early
parallel to the isobars but with a slight angle across them towards lower pressure.
An example follows which will show the assistance to be obtained from wind direction
and speed in drawing isobars. In Figure 15 (upper part, northern hemisphere) two ship reports are shown, both having PPP equal to 900 (990.0 mb). Ignoring the wind arrows, the 990
isobar could be drawn as shown by the broken line. However, the winds reported by the ships
are NNE 30 knots (dd = 02, ff = 30) and SSW 45 knots (dd = 20, ff = 45). Therefore, the 990
isobar must be drawn so that the wind direction is nearly along the isobar at each of the
positions. Also, if consideration is given to the speed of the wind, it can be noted that
the spacing of the isobars is closer in the vicinity of the 45 knot wind than in the vicinity of the )0 knot wind.
In the lower part of Figure 15, the same situation is shown for the southern hemisphere, the winds reported being SSE 30 knots and NNW 45 knots.
4.5

Additional rules for drawing isobars

An isobar should never be forked or branched. An isobar in the shape of a T, Y or
X would be an incorrect solution. Pressure must always be high on one and the same side of
the isobar and always low on the other.
An isobar can never have a loose end in the midst of other isobars; the only ends
of isobars are at the border of the map or where the picture ends as a whole. FGr the
inexperienced analyst, the greatest difficulty arises in drawing isobars near the edge of
the map. Figures 16 and 17 are examples illustrating the above comments.
Isobars drawn with the wind, in the direction of the wind, may turn sharply to
the left (cyclonically) when passing through fronts, but they never turn sharply to the right
(anticyclonically) in the northern hemisphere. The reverse is true in the southern hemisphere (see Figure 18).
4.6

Refining the picture of isobars

In the next chapter on the subject of fronts it will be shown that the positioning
of fronts and isobars on the map are inter-related. Adjustments of isobars are necessary
in the vicinity of fronts to make the frontal positions and isobaric patterns consis·cent
with one another.
Through the use of selected weather reports received in Parts V and VI of a bulletin for shipping, further refinement of the isobars is possible. Such refining should be
done at least in the area of immediate interest to the mariner.
If it happens that the analysis (Part IV of a bulletin) is not received or only
partly received, isobars can nevertheless be drawn by making full use of weather reports
received. Refining the analysis in this case can be achieved by drawing smooth auxiliary
lines through points where a distinct change of the winds apparently exists. Figure 19
gives an example of this technique.
4.7

Drawing isobars in the equatorial zone

When isobars cross the Equator, particularly in the solstice periods, surface winds
between lOoN and 100S may show very considerable cross-isobar components and may even blow
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at right-angles to the isobars for a distance. This happens, for example, where the southeast trade winds of the southern Indian Ocean recurve to the south-west monsoon of the northern Indian Ocean. In drawing the isobars it must be remembered that although the direction
of wind circulation changes in crossing the Equator, low pressure must always lie on the
same side of a continuous isobar.
4.8

DTawing isobars in coastal areas and over land

Attention has to be paid to the fact that the wind over land tends to cross the
isobars at a greater angle than over the open sea. The angle depends on various factors,
but 45° is not uncommon. The local topography in the vicinity of land and coastal stations
can seriously affect the wind direction and force, so that the rules for the relation between
the winds and the isobaric pattern have to be applied with caution. In certain cases the
wind may cross the isobars at right-angles from higher to lower pressure, especially where
its direction is influenced by mountains and valleys. The isobars over coastal and land
areas should therefore be drawn according to the reported barometric readings (reduced to
sea-level), allowing for greater cross-isobar flow of the winds than wDuld be encountered
over the open sea.

4.9

Drawing isobars around a tropical cyclone

Extremely low pressure values are found in the centre of tropical cyclones of
hurricane intensity. Central pressures between 980 and 920 mb are not uncommon with severe
hurricanes or typhoons, and the absolute extremes are even lower than 920 mb.. in such cases
it will not be possible to draw all the cyclonic isobars on a normal plotting chart, as the
crowding would be extreme over a relatively small distance. Therefore it is recommended that
the inner (nearly circular) isobar be the 1000, 995, 992 or other value which can be drawn
conveniently, that it be drawn as a thick I~De, and that th~ reported position of the centre,
the central pressure, and perhaps the name of the cyclone be inserted. The central pressure,
if' reported by a radio message or warning, should not be omitted on the map. Compared with
former ang/or later reports it gives an ~dea of the severity of the hurricane and of its
tendency. The approximate maximum wind speed (vmax ) in knots of tropical cyclones is given
by R.D. Fletcher's formula
v

max

~

16 X

'11010-:· P centre (mb)

This formula indicates that a central pressure of 994 mb in a tropical cyclone is
sufficient for the strongest winds to be of hurricane force (64 knots)
v

~

16 X

max
This formula is a fair approximation for tropical cyclones over the open sea well
away from the influence of land masses of considerable extent.

5.

FRONTS, AIR MASSES, AND TROPICAL WEATHER SYSTEMS

This chapter is designed to give an understanding of the significance of fronts
as received in Part IV of the weather bulletin for shipping. Enough information is included
to permit the plotter or analyst aboard ship to.make adjustments in front~l positions to
account for possible transmission errors in the anaiysis as receiveq by radio. There is
also a brief di$cussion on air ma?ses, followed by some remarks on fronts in polar and subtropical regions. Finally, information is given on tropical weather systems apd the method
of transmitting tropical weather information by ~eans of the IACFLEET code form FM 46.c.
5.1

Fronts versus isobars

The 10pat10ns of fronts ang isobars on a w~ather map are tnterdependent~ since
frontal zones are regions of shifting wind directions and wind dir~ctions are closely related
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to the orientation of the isobars. Many analysts sketch the frontal positions first, basing
them on their previously known positions and on the indications given by the plotted weather
reports, such as, for example, a rather abrupt change in wind direction and/or speed, or a
change in reported dry-bulb or dew-point temperatures. After the frontal positions have
been sketched, the analyst proceeds to the isobaric analysis, adjusting both the frontal
positions and isobars until they are mutually agreeable.
5.2

Types of front
With a warm air mass in contact with a cold air mass, there are three basic frontal

types
(a)

The warm front occurs when the warm air mass is moving into the area occupied by
the cold.

(b)

The cold front occurs when the cold air mass is moving into the area occupied by
the warm.

(c)

The stationary front occurs when the warm and cold air masses are adjacent to one
another but neither is replacing the other.

In addition to these three basic types of fronts, there is a fourth type~hich is
a combination of the cold and warm fronts - the occluded front. An occlUded front forms
when a cold front, moving faster than the forerunning warm front, overtakes it and forces
the warm air aloft. In this case, the cold front (occlUded front) is at the surface and
the warm front is above the surface (cold type occlusion; see Figure 22 A).
The following table contains the symbols for fronts
Table I - Symbols for Fronts
Air mass
distribution

Character of
front

Coloured
symbol

Cold front

solid blue

warm

line

cold

solid red

cold

line

warm

Warm front

stationary
front

Occluded
front

alternate red
and blue solid
line
solid purple
line

cold
warm
cold
warm aloft_
cold

Although a trough of low pressure cannot be classified as a frontal type, because
it does not separate distinct air masses, it is included here because of its similarities
to fronts. As with fronts, troughs of low pressure are those areas where there is a marked
cyclonic (counter-clockwise in the northern hemisphere, clockwise in the southern hemisphere)
wind shift. Troughs are indicated on the weather map by a solid (thick) black line, delineating the axis of the trough. Whereas fronts move at a percentage of the wind speed,
troughs mayor may not show any such relationship. They are significant to the mariner,
nevert~eless, because they separate regions having different wind directions.
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For the "intertropical front 1t (intertropical convergence zone) see paragraph 5.9
of Part I.
5.3

The relation between fronts and the isobaric pattern

Since a front is the boundary between air masses of different characteristics~
usually warm and cold masses~ for the front to move it is necessary for the cold air to push
the warm air ahead of it or to lift the warm air aloft (cold front), or it is necessary for
the cold air to recede ahead of the warm air, causing the warm air to replace tHe cold (warm
front) .
The winds at sea blow nearly parallel to, or along, the isobars. Therefore, in
those cases where the isobars cross a front, it can be expected to be a moving front. In
those cases where the isobars are parallel to the front~ and the cold air is neither pushing the front nor receding from it, the front can be expected to be stationary or nearly
so.
The forward speed of a moving front approximates the component of the cold air wind
speed normal to it, either directed toward the front (cold) or away from it (warm). In
other words, for equally spaced isobars, where the isobars in the cold air are normal to
the front, the front can be expected to move faster than in those areas where the isobars
form an acute angle with the front.
Where isobars cross a front, there is a change in their direction or orientation.
In Figure 20 the pattern of the isobars is denoted by the nine plotted reports, and the
weather conditions and air temperatures reported show that more than one air mass is present,
and hence that a front, or fronts, would be indicated. Figure 20 A shows the isobars crossing the fronts without any change in direction. This is not the correct analysis, which is
shown in Figure 20 B.
5.4

Frontal structure

The top part of Figure 21 shows an occluding system with cold, warm, and occluded
fronts (for the northern hemisphere). It also indicates the areas of steady precipitation
(shaded areas), showers in the cold air, drizzle in the relatively stable warm air toward
the northern part of the warm sector. The cross-sections through the occlusion depict the
frontal structure, cloud patterns, and areas of precipitation. They also apply to the lower
part of Figure 21 which shows the occluding system for the southern hemisphere.
In Figure 22 cross-sections of the two types of occlusions are shown. (A) shows a
cold type occlusion and (B) a warm type. The only difference of any significance to the
mariner is that the extent of steady precipitation and reduced v'isibilities is greater with
the warm type occlusion.
5.5

The development of the frontal depression

Figure 23 (a-f) shows the development of a frontal depression from its initial
stage along a stationary front to its fully developed stage where it has become the dominant
low pressure system. In the initial stage (a), a stationary front separates the warm air
flowing along the northern side of a sub-tropical high (H 1030 mb) from colder air moving
around the southern side of a low (L 990 mb). In (b) a flat wave is forming on the stationary front. In (c), as the pressure continues to fEt.ll in the developing low along the stationary front, a closed isobar appears at the tip of the warm sector (the centre of the low
where the cold and warm fronts meet).
Figure 23 (d) shows the stage of maximum deepening of the low. At this point, an
occluded front appears where the cold front, moving faster than the warm front, has overtaken the warm front. In (e) the low is shown at its maximum intensity as a fully developed
depression. The trough which follows the occluded front, and which contains shifting winds
of maximum force, is a characteristic feature of this stage. The final stage (f) shows the
depression weakening. Note the similarity between (f) and (a).
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Air masses

Air masses are not indicated in weather bulletins for shipping 3 but since the air
mass boundaries - the fronts - are included in these bulletins, a very brief discussion of
the subject follows. The following simple classification of four basic types - according
to place of origin (source region) and to life history of the air mass - should be sufficient:
Designation

General characteristics

(a)

maritime tropical air (mT}

warm and moist;

(b)

continental tropical air (cT)

hot and dry;

(c)

maritime polar air (mP)

cool and moderately moist;

(d)

continental polar air (cp)

cold and dry.

Any air mass is subject to modification as it moves over regions which have conditions (of surface temperature 3 moisture availability, etc.,) other than those under which
it has been formed. Continental polar air of the cold season 3 formed over northern Canada
and moving out from North America over the warm Atlantic Ocean, will pick up heat and moisture from the sea surface 3and is thus tra.r:sfbnned into maritime polar air on its way towards the
east. Similarly, maritime polar air when spreading into the trade wind region and remaining in low latitudes for several days will become at first transitional air and then maritime tropical air.
Figure 24 shows the general weather effect which is experienced at the sea surface
in relatively cold and warm air masses. Warm air moving over a cooler sea is getting a
"cold foot ll , accompanied by the tendency to decreasing visibility, mist or fog, low stratus
cover, drizzle, and a steadier wind of somewhat lowered force with re?pect to the pressure
gradient. This air is stable (warm over cold).
Cold air moving over a warmer sea is not forming a "warm foot!! in the sense of a
closed layer as with the lI cold foot u • Rather, the air heated from below is lifted irregularly in many parcels. Therefore, cold air brings a tendency to cumuliform clouds, showers
and squalls, good visibility and a gustier wind of somewhat increased force with respect to
the pressure gradient. This air is unstable (cold over warm).
flAir mass weather ll can be modified by the isobaric pattern in which the air actually
moves. If the isobars turn sharply in an anticyclonic direction, the cold air weather type
may not show the characteristics mentioned above but may show dry weather and stratocumulus
clouds instead. On the other hand, the warm air weather type in a region of cyclonically
shaped isobars may become accent~ated, as evidenced by continuous drizzle or rain.
5.7

Fronts in polar regions

Cold polar air may be named arctic air (or antarctic air) when not yet transformed
into warmer maritime polar air over the open sea. Any air mass moving against original
arctic (antarctic) air will normally be the warmer mass, and will therefore often be able
to form a warm front against the arctic (antarctic) air. Such arctic fronts will mostly
be found in the northern extension of a low 3 whereas normal fronts are in the southern semicircle of cyclones in the northern hemisphere, the reverse applying in the southern.
Figure 25 shows an arctic front to the east of Greenland, forming the boundary
between cold Greenlandic air and warmer maritime polar air. This warmer air was originally
a part of the arctic air mass but it has been modified radically while passing over the
water to the east of Greenland. This modification is evident from the snow showers reported
to the south-west of Iceland, which indicates considerable surface heating, while light
fog at Jan IVJayen and Bear Islands indicates a re-eooling of the air mass as it passes over
progressively colder water. The occluded front to the east of Bear Island (acting as a
warm front) and the frontal system to the south of Iceland are of the normal type within
the westerlies.
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Figure 26 shows an arctic front to the west of Greenland~ forming the boundary
between cold Canadian air and warmer Atlantic air which flows from the south-east around an
intense (unusual) Icelandic high. Western Greenland has a midWinter thaw high up to the
north, due to the powerful penetration of warm south-easterlies, while very cold northwesterlies blow down over Baffin Land and Labrador.
5.8

Fronts in subtropical latitudes

Warm tropical air is to be found in subtropical and tropical regions. Therefore,
any air mass spreading from polar or temperate latitudes into these regions will normally
be colder than the tropical air. Cold fronts, as may be expected, are more frequent, more
distinct 7 and more effective phenomena in the subtropical zone than warm fronts. During
19357 for example 7 69 cold and occluded fronts passed over Bermuda, but only 17 warm fronts.
Figure 27 shows a moving cold front trough to the east of Australia. The front is
preceded by freshening northerlies and followed by cooler south-westerlies. TWo days later
(F~gure 28), the cold front has moved to the sea area east of New Zealand 7 while its former
place has been taken by the subtropical high which follows the broad stream of rnaritjme
polar air from the south-west.
In the subtropical latitudes of both hemispheres there is sometimes a four- to sixday succession of such moving highs, intersected by cold front troughs. The easterly trades
are normally weak and slowly turn to BE or 8 in the northern hemisphere and to NE or N in
the southern hemisphere, when a polar trough approaches from the west. As it paSses winds
freshen and shift to NE or N in the northern hemisphere, to SE or S in the southern hemisphere 7 thereafter returning to the usual easterly trades. This type of change is found
especially during the cold seasons of the respective hemispheres.

5.9

Tropical weather systems

As may be inferred from a world map of the load-line zones or from oceanic maps
of gale frequencies, the tropical zone is a quiet one on the whole. Weather maps on shipboard seem to be of less interest here than in the extra-tropical latitudes.
But there are certain weather phenomena in the tropical zone which are able to
affect shipping even more than in other regions of the world. Tropical showers may become
cloudbursts of extreme intensity, reducing visibility to mist or fog conditions. Heavy
squalls with or without thunderstorms occur seasonally, such as, for instance~ the tornadoes
of West Africa. Besides these more local phenornena,increase of monsoon and trade winds to
gale and occasionally even storm force is possible in some wider regions, for example in the
case of the 8W monsoon in the Arabian 8ea. Areas of heavy swell may develop even under light
wind conditions due to distant gales. Tropical cyclones of hurricane intensity are the most
dangerous large-scale atmospheric disturbances in the world.
"Significant weather'l may be transmitted in the International Analysis <Code (lAC
FLEET code form FM 46.C) by a sequence of groups, headed b:r the identifier group 99944 and
preceded by the indicator 987 ...
The form is 987 wsws QLqLaLOLO QLaLaLoLo
etc., where the symbol wsws indicates
" s ignificant weather". The respective code figures are all in the form of double figures:
00, 11, 22, and so on up to 99. For example 00 indicates an area of heavy swell, 88 an area
of heavy showers (for further details see the lAC FLEET code form FM 46.c - Weather area
section) •
The position groups which follow the above indicator groups outline the area of
significant weather.
But the lilAC FLiIi::!:T II has a more specific alternative for coded information on tropical weather systems. The respective sequence of groups is headed by the identifier group
99955 and preceded by the indicator 55 ...
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The form is 55 TtTiTc (555PP), followed by the position groups QLaLaLoLo ••. and
the movement group rndsdsfsf s . The symbol Tt indicates the Ittropical circulation type ll , e.g.

o
5

9

intertropical convergence zone
trough in easterlies
tropical cyclonic circulation.

The intertropical convergence zone (abbreviation ITC : also known as intertropical
front, tropical front or equatorial front) is not a front in the same way. as the warm and
cold fronts of temperate latitudes, but is broadly speaking, and particularly over the
oceans, a line or zone of convergence between winds of N.H. and S.H. origin, mainly the
NE and SE trade winds; or between one of these air streams and the equatorial westerlies
(recurving trade winds). The ITC is often associated with a zone of showers or intermittent
rain, preferably equatorward from the ITC.

A trough in the tropical easterlies, sometimes called an easterly wave, is a wavelike_disturbance moving from east to west at a speed of about 15 knots. These disturbances
usually appear as weak troughs in the pressure field. Weather is fine to the west of the
trough line and disturbed (showers) to the east.
Tropical cyclonic circulation is shown by closed circular or approximately circular isobars around a centre of low pressure. The strongest winds of this circulation are
Bft 5 or greater (otherwise, with weaker winds, a low area - code figure 6 - is given). For
other tropical systems and their definitions see lAC FLEET code form FM 46.c.
The next figure - symbol Ti in 55 TtTiT c - indicates the intensity of the system.
The meaning of the figures is the same as for F i in the section of frontal systems
(66 FtFiFc), with one exception. This occurs when the code figure 9 (= tropical cyclonic
circulation) is given under T. The code figure given for T then indicates the force of
i
the strongest wind in the rep~rted cyclonic circulation - or, in the case of a prognosis,
the strongest wind force expected at the time of the prognosis. Code figure 5 then indicates Eft 5; code figure 9 Bft 9; code figure 0 Bft 10;
code
code
code
(See WMO Code

figure 2
figure 3
figure 4
3940).

The last symbol T

Bft 12
Bft 12
Bft 12

c

64-71 knots
72-80 knots
81 knots o~ over.

describes the characteristics of the tropical system.

The group (555PP) - after 55 TtTiT c - is used only when,T t ~ 6 or 9.
denotes the central pressure of the tropical cyclone. For example
99955

indicate a tropical cyclone
of hurricane intensity
and of certain existence
with a central pressure of 990 mb

55924

It then

55590

(9 )

(2)

(4)
(90) •

Groups for position and movement follow the above groups.
The weather map of 9 November 1932 (Figure 29) for the sea areas around Central
America and the West Indies provides an example of various tropical systems existing at the
same time.
The most dangerous is a tropical cyclone of hurricane intensity south of Cuba. Its
track (30 October-·ll November) is shown by a dotted line.
The intertropical convergence zone (ITC) is marked by two parallel lines with
hatched lines between. Here it indicates the axis of the equatorial zone of low pressure
which extends from the tropical eastern North Pacific to southern Venezuela. Westerly to
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south-westerly winds, accompanied by cloudy or rainy weather, are blowing to the south and
west of the Gulf of Panama, while the winds to the north of the ITC are mainly from a northerly
or easterly direction.
Two shallow easterly waves are indicated over the Caribbean, possibly associated
with some showers to the east of the trough line. Disturbed weather may also be found along
the line of convergence - between southerlies and westerlies - which extends to the south of
the tropical cyclone.
Cold front troughs from temperate latitudes sometimes extend into tropical waters.
Such a cold front, followed by a norther, has passed the Gulf of Mexico in this case and
gives rise to a moderate "Tehuantepecer ll over the gulf of this name. Another cold front trough
appears in the tropical North Atlantic near 25°N 55°W, but is bent back as a diffuse warm
front farther west.
Corresponding to the northers are the southers in the subtropical and tropical regions of the southern hemisphere. Sometimes there is only a strengthening of the normal
trades (SE'in the S.H., NE in the N.H.) by polar outbreaks, without a significant change in
the wind direction.
When a tropical bulletin for shipping contains a prognosis (instead of an analysis,
or in addition to it), the coded prognosis is headed by the preamble group 65556 (instead of

10001 for the analysis) which means

"prognostic analysis in lAC follows".

for the prognostic analysis is :

65556

33388

OYYG G

c c

OOOG G
P P

The full preamhle
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Figure 1 - An example of inferences which can
be made from a plot of only two ship reports
(S.H.) .
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Figure 2 - Another example of inferences which can be made from a plot
of only two ship reports (N.H.).
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Figure 3 - Arrangement of data around the station
circle. Symbols are shown at left, a sample entry
of data at right,
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Figure 4 - Wind rose, showing wind directions (dd)
in tens of degrees (36.. 360°; 03-30°) J as given in
weather reports.
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Figure 5 - Table of symbols for plotting
the wind speed (ff) in knots.
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cloudy
overcast
cloud cover uncertain
because of fog, darkness etc.

Figure 6 - Entry of total cloud amount (N), given in eighths
of the visible sky. Full table of symbols at left, abridged
table at right.
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FOG
DRIZZLE
RAIN
SNOW
SHOWER
THUNDERSTORM

Figure 7 - Brief table of important symbols
for entry of the present weather (ww) 40 =
decade 40-49, etc.
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Figure 8 - Abridged list of weather symbols for use with the international
weather code. Numbers indicate present weather (ww).
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Figure 9 - Model of pressure systems and winds. The axes
of ridges and troughs are indicated in this example by
thin broken lines. Fronts are not shown.
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Figure 10 - Drawing the isobars (1015, 1020)
through places with readings of equal pressure.
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Figure 11 - Drawing the same isobars as in
Figure 10, but with the necessity of interpolating between reported pressure values~
wind reports being helpful.
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Figure 12 - Model for interpolat-

ing the isobars (1020, 1015) from
reported pressure values (l023~
1020.,je..-- ..
1018, 1021, 1014, 1024).
a = interpolation of 5 points
o102.1
u1020 11 x.
b = drawing the isobars through
these points x. The isobars
of 1025 mb are extrapolated.
indicates a neutral point
between two highs and two lows.
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Figure 13 - Scheme of interpolation
aQd extrapolation (reported values :
23.0 - 18.0 - 10.0).
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Figure 14 - Relation between winds and isobars.
On the left the isobars are widely spaced~ indicating light winds. On the right they are ClOSE
together and strong winds can be expected.
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N.H.

Figure 15 - Drawing the isotars from two ship rerorts
by making use of_ the reported winds (dire('tion anJ.
speed).
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Figure 16 - Example of a Itconfusingll pattern
of isobars. The direction of the l020-mb
iGobar suggests drawing a parallel lOIS-mb
iGobar towards point B (dotted line), but
this is the incorrect way - in. view of the
, lOIS-mb isobar already drawn around the low
at the left.
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Figure 17 - Illustration of the necessity
for the lOI5-mb isobar of

Figure
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to

turn to the left in the northern hemisphere,
to the left in the southern.
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Figure 18 - Isobars drawn I1 with the windt!
may turn sharply to the left in the northern
hemisphere, but not to the right; in the
southern hemisphere they may turn to the
right, but not to the left. The isobar
should not turn sharply as shown by the
dashed line.
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S.H.
Aux.Line

f·g
1010

N.H.
Figure 19 - Isobars adjusted to an auxiliary line which depicts the first approximation
to the wind-shift or frontal line. This example also illustrates the precept of Figure 18.

LOW

A wrong

B ri ghi
Figure 20 - Example of the relation between
fronts and isobars.
A = Fronts detected~ but not correctly
analysed.
B = Correct analysis~ by a mutual fitting
of fronts to the isobaric pattern and
of isobars to the pattern of fronts.
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Figure 21 - Three vertical cross sections (A-A; ~B; C-C) of an
occluding cyclone. The upper part shows the cyclone on a N.H.
weather map~ the lower on a S.H. one, the broken lines indicating the position of the cross sections. In the middle part are
shown pictures of the three cross-sections : frontal structure
and cloud systems with or without precipitation.
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Figure 22 - Vertical cross section through an occluded
front :
A = cold front type occlusion
B = warm front type occlusion
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Figure 23 - The development of a frontal depression.

Stages fron a

to

f

(see text).
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Figure 24 - Model of the weather effect in general experienced
at the sea surface in relatively cold and warm air masses.

Figure 25 - An arctic front, formed to the east
of Greenland between cold Greenlandic air and
warmer maritime polar air flowing cyclonically
from the south-west.
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Figure 26 - An arctic front, formed to th~ west of Greenland
between cold Canadian air and warmer maritime polar air flowing anticyclonically from the south-east.
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Figure 27 - Moving cold front trough to the east of Australia
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THE USE OF WEATHER MAPS BY MARINERS

THE USE OF WEATHER MAPS IN PORT

From reading Part I of this handbook on the preparation of weather maps~ the inference might be made that the use of weather maps is limited to periods at sea. On the contrary, much can be gained from the use of weather maps when planning a voyage in port prior
to departure : for example the selection of a route to take advantage of the expected weather
developments, and possibly the most advantageous time to sail should a storm be threatening
the initial portion of the route.
In many ports there are central or local meteorological offices whose services are
available to the mariner, so that in most cases it is not necessary to prepare the maps
aboard ship. In some ports printed analyses are made available for distribution to shipsj
in some, daily weather maps are displayed in the port areaj while in others it may be necessary to visit the meteorological office to view the latest analysis. In some ports, also,
the local meteorological officer may visit the ship to discuss the weather to be encountered
along the intended course or to recommend an alternate route.
When planning a voyage, much more can be gained from weather map analyses and prognoses than from plain language broadcasts of the synoptic situation and area forecasts.
For example, there are many occasions when the weather dictates which route ShBuld be taken
by ships bound from Hamburg to North American ports. Regardless of the season certain weather conditions would dictate a course through the English Channel, whereas with some others
the best route would lie to the north of Scotland. Such decisions cannot be made rationally
from the plain language broadcasts alone. Perusal of the map analyses or, better, discussions
with port meteorological personnel, can lead to sound voyage planning.

7.

THE USE OF WEATHER MAPS IN COASTAL WATERS

When a ship is making its way through coastal waters, it often encounters weather,
wind and sea conditions which differ from those in the neighbouring open sea. The conditions.
moreover, may change sharply from one locality to another. This .is especially true of indented, rugged coastlines with hilly capes and deep inlets. Safe navigation off such a shore
may depend greatly upon the local experience of the shipmaster and on the careful study of
pilot booksj nevertheless a weather map on board can still be useful. It must be borne in
mind, however, that coastal conditions are a modification of those which would exist in the
open sea. In order to understand the development of these modified conditions and possibly
anticipate them, it is necessary to know about the open sea conditions and their development.
These can be read from a weather map.
Extended belts of cold upwelling waters stretch along various coasts. These favour
fog formation, and the fog may be driven out to sea or against the coast, depending on the
actu.al isobaric pattern and the associated winds. Given fair weather with bright sunshine
over land, strong sea breezes may form during summer months along coasts washed by cold
oceanic currents. A classic
example of this phenomenon is the breezesof the southern
coast of Argentina, along which runs the cold Malvinas Current. When fog forms over the co~d
water, whether upwelling or polar, it can be driven against the coast by such sea breezes.
Off certain coasts strong currents can be induced by a specific weather situation,
and drifts can be encountered unexpectedly if due regard has not been paid to the largescale wind patterns. Another effect of the wind is to change the water-level along cer~in
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coasts. The depth of water may be considerably diminished by off-shore winds, and access
to certain ports may become difficult in these circumstances even for medium-sized ships.
The study of a weathe~ map can be helpful in estimating the actual fluctuation of the sealevel.

Where lowlands border the sea, fog of land origin - such as often occurs during
the cold season - may be driven out to sea by offshore winds.
A weather map on the bridge can lead to more accurate anticipation of impending
weather changes. Some examples follow to illustrate how general atmospheric conditions are
modified over coastal waters.
A contrast between a blizzard of hurricane force and a gentle to moderate breeze
near Cape Fare\'/ell

7.1

Figure 30 represents the weather conditions around southern Greenland on 9 January
1953 at 0000 GMT. A NNE wind of full hurricane force, with poor visibility due to snow and
spray, was blowing near Cape Hoppe and Cape Farewell, but some 60 miles to the west two trawlers experienced good flshing weather with good visibility and winds of no more than Eft 3

to

4.

Such local contrasts are generated when an easterly air stream of sufficient force
is blowing against the Greenlandic Icecap. This causes "blocking action" to take place
along the east coast, and the effect of the barrier is a ridge of high pressure over eastern
Greenland with a very steep pressure gradient in the open sea to the south-east. By contrast
a trough of low pressure results on the leeward side of Greenland, and a very weak pressure
gradient is to be found in it along the south-western coast.
Such a oontrast of conditions between the coastal waters to the east and to the
west of Cape Farewell may be anticipated by watching the storm tracks with the help of a
weather map. When a North Atlantic depression takes a northerly course between about 44°
and 30 0 W this type of situation is likely to develop, the high pressure over central Greenland and the Denmark Strait area favouring its development. In such circumstances trawlers
may go to the west for fishing, while any ships coming down from West Greenland and bound
for Europe may round Cape Farewell at a greater distance (say between 58 and 59°N) unleBs
they prefer to wait for the weather to improve.
7.2

Unexpected drift in the Medalland Bight, south-eastern Iceland

Figure 31 shows the mean isobaric field for 10 cases of trawlers being stranded off
the south-east coast of Iceland during the period 1903-1949. Most of them occurred during
wintertime (first date 3 November, last date 1 May).
In this example very strong easterly to south-easterly winds are blowing along the
southern coast of Iceland west of Portland (ca. 19°W), reaching up to Bft 11 or so for some
periods. However there is a topographical barrier to the air stream blowing against southeastern Iceland (east of 19°W), so that the near-coast winds between 14 and 19°W, including
the Medalland Bight with its dangerous flats, are largely moderated. Thus the local winds
here give no indication that a strong drift of the surface waters in a westerly to northwesterly direction can be set up by the specific pattern of air circulation to the south
and south-west of Iceland. Obviously the Irminger Current is intensified, including a
western flow near the southern coast of Iceland.
The ships! drift went up to 3-4 knots towards the north-west for several hours and
oaused stranding during the night because their captains assumed from the greatly modified
winds at their actual position that no important drift was to be expected. With an appropriate notation in the pilot book and with an actual weather map at hand the danger of unusual drift may be foreseen.
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Coastal effect on the mIstral regime (Mediterranean)

The gale force wind from NW to N in the Gulf of Lions, called the mistral, 1s well
known. Sometimes the mistral blows only off the southern coast of France, but in certain
cases it may extend over a larger area of sea down to Tunisia (see Figure 32). Figure 33
shows a typical weather map for the lI extended mistral" (2 April 1943). When this occurs,
attention has to be given to the corner effect which acts at certain points as a strengthener
of wind forces. Such a point is Cape Sperone at the south-western corner of Sardinia.
Figure 34 shows the wind distribution in the coastal region of Sardinia on 2 April 1943.
There is calm weather in the NE of the island, but a strong gale of Bft 10 is blowing around
Cape Sperone. When the general pressure gradient is for Bft 6-7 from the NW between the
Balearic Islands and Sardinia, one may expect NW 9-11 near Cape Sperone. Similar conditions
occur in other parts of the world where the blocking effect of land masses causes a corner
effect over water. It may be added that some capes on the Spanish coast provide shelter
against the mistral. Figure 35 shows the wind observations of a tanker in the western Gulf
of Lions going north on 16-17 July and south on 22-23 July 1951. In the first case a northern breeze of Bft 4~5 blows up when passing Cabo de S. Sebastian and reaches Bft 7-8 when
rounding Cabo de Creus. In the second case the wind abates suddenly from NNW 7 to a dead
calm when passing Cabo de Creus.
As the mistral may occasionally reach hurricane force~uring winter, it is always
helpful to make use of the latest weather map - keeping in mind the coastal effects on the
wind.
~

7.4

The strong wind zone at sea along bluffs

Figure 36 shows a model of the wind pattern along a mountainous coast in the case
of the isobars cuttin~ across the coastline at an acute angle. The air flow is being blocked
along the coast and consequently a zone of steeper pressure gradient is established between
the coastal region and the undisturbed pressure field farther out at sea. The result is a
strong wind zone, parallel to the shore, which ships may avoid either by seeking more sheltered
conditions near the coast or, preferably, by sailing farther out to sea.
Such zones of strengthened winds may occur along the coasts of Algeria, northern
Spain, Greenland, and other elevated land areas. As an example, Figure 37 shows the actual
situation along the northern coasts of Algeria and Tunisia at 0600 GMT on 15 December 1950.
The pressure gradient north of the African coast between 7° and 110E would cause a wind
force of·Bft 7-8, but a tanker, steaming east along the coast, observed even higher wind
forces of Bft 9, after having experienced Bft 10 during the night. The converging isobars
of these zones are not normally indicated on a weather map, which' gives a somewhat generalized
pattern. It is up to the user to draw more detailed conclusions.
It should be added that great caution is necessary when judging the wind reports of
coast stations. With an offshore wind, the wind force at coast stations is often far less
than it is out at sea. The difference may be as much as 5-6 Bft numbe~s under certain conditions. In any case the pressure gradient of a well-drawn weather map is a better guide
to the estimation of wind force at sea than merely judging from coast station reports. This
is also· true for the direction of the wind which may be greatly affected by the orographic
environment of a coast station (or land station)
4

It may be seen, for example, from Figure 37 that 3 stations (on the east coast of
Spain, in Minorca, and in southern Sardinia) reported no more than Bft 2-3, with an offshore
wind, while Bft 4 was reported from some stations on the African coast. None of these were
representative of the wind conditions in the sea area between them. According to the pressure
gradient, the wind on the open sea was much stronger, quite apart from the additional local
strengthening effects of capes and bluffs.
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8.

THE USE OF WEATIlER MAPS IN THE OPEN SEA

Whenever a ship leaves coastal waters, the question of its course arises. The nor~
al seasonal tracks are well known and there may be specific routes recommended for smaller
or for lightly-laden ships. Nevertheless the question remains whether the usual course is
also the best one taking into account impending weather, wind and sea conditions, or whether a detour might be preferable. Equally~ when a ship is under way on the high seas, a
change of course and/or speed may become necessary owing to the fact that the vessel is
riding badly in the sea and swell. It may be that more favourable conditions can be achieved
by changing course. The captain can tell from the weather map whether it is better to change
course to port or starboard.
The weather map may also be consulted in deciding whether a change in ETA is to
be transmitted, whether precautionary measures are to be taken against unavoidable bad weather or some painting on deck and superstructure should be planned, whether a delicate cargo
requires particular avoidance of rough conditions, and in many other cases.
Weather maps should be consulted for warning of weather hazards such as the danger
of icing, dense fog, violent storms, hurricanes and extremely high sea and swell.
8.1

Basic requirements for the use of weather maps
In order to make proper use of the actual weather map, the mariner has to know

about
8.2

the climatic background of any weather situation
the travel and development of weather
the types of I1Grosswetterlagenl1 (large-scale patterns)
the types of gales and storms
certain rules on weather development.
The climatic background of any weather situation

A good knowledge of such things as the average pressure and wind distribution over
the Earth in the various months or seasons, the average distribution of air masses and frontal zones and the average distribution of the diurnal pressure oscillation will be quite
useful for the user of an actual weather map. This information is given in handbooks such
as "Meteorology for Mariners ll , in pilot charts and maritime atlases, and in periodicals
intended for use by mariners.
Climatological knowledge can help the mariner to understand the actual weather situation. An understanding of the peculiarity of an individual weather map is made possible by
relating it to the normal picture.
Each mean weather map for a certain month, for instance, gives a smoothed or simplified model of the synoptic weather map. The fundamentals of the air circulation, of
frontogenesis (generation of fronts), cyclogenesis (birth of cyclones), etc., are seen more
clearly on such a smoothed picture. Figure 38, for example, represents the mean pressure
field for the western part of the North Pacific Ocean for the month of November, 1956. The
warm trades in the south-east can be seen recurving around the subtropical Pacific high,
which is somewhat north of its normal seasonal position. Tpere are, on the other hand,
colder northerly monsoon winds.blowing around the continental high, which is stronger than
normal in this case. Separating the warmer air masses of maritime origin from the colder
air masses of continental origin and nearly connecting the lows in the north and south is
the mean position of the frontal zone for the month.
8.3

The travel and development of weather

The overall weather pattern is in a continuous state of change. Since a particular
weather map is based on observations taken at a fixed time, by the time an analysis is
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plotted aboard ship the map actually depicts conditions which prevailed some five to six
hours before. This time lag can be particularly noticeable if a frontal passage has occurred
after observation time. In this case one might from a glance at the map expect winds from
oDe direction, only to find that they have shifted to another with the passage of the front.

In addition to the movement, or travel, of weather systems, they also undergo development, or changes in form and intensity. Pressure systems change in size and shape and
fronts intensify or weaken with the passage of time (see Figure 23).
There is also a climatic background to the movement of pressure systems and weather
patterns.
In the tropics the movement is from east to westjin temperate latitudes, generally speaking, from west to east. The average rate of travel for tropical cyclones is about
10 knots toward the west for the tropical branch of the track; it may slow down to about
5 knots while recurving toward the north, and go up to 20 knots or more for the polar branch
of the track after recurving toward the east.
The rate of travel of systems in middle and higher latitudes varies considerably
with the time of year and the region, as well as from one synoptic situation to another. 20
to 30 knots may be taken as an average value for the speed of forward movement of extratropical depressions of the frontal cyclone type, but only half this value (10 ~ 15 knots)
for occluded cyclones. In exceptional cases, the speed of movement can reach 50 knots or
more, especially during the winter months.
Normal tracks of cyclones and anticyclones are to be found in maritime atlases,
handbooks or pilot charts, and a knowledge of them forms a further general basis for estimating track tendency in individual cases. It may be mentioned here that many extra-tropical
cyclones move towards the north-east (south-east in the southern hemisphere), whereas the
anticyclones, if well developed and combined with polar outbreaks, move in an easterly to
south-easterly (S.H. north-easterly) direction.
More important, however, than the knowledge of the normal movements of weather systems is a continual check on the actual travel and development of weather. Studying the
previous weather map or maps is essential for making best use of the current one. Such a
study helps considerably in estimating the future movement and development of the lows and
highs and fronts. Some helpful rules are given in section 8.6.
Drawing the tracks either on the weather map itself or on a special track chart can
be helpful for gaining a picture of' the travel tendencies. Figure 39 shows an example of
cyclone tracks during the first part of January 1961 over the North Atlantic. The positions
of low centres are indicated by ~) . Central pressures are shown below the positions, and the
date and time above the positions. In the exemple, 0112 indicates the position of a low
centre on 1 January 1961 at 1200 GMT. The displacement of the Azores high is so slow during
this period that its positions are indicated only every 24 hours. This anticyclone is well
developed (1035 - 1030 mb) and nearly stationary. The encircling 102Q-mb isobar has been
drawn for 1 and 5 January (0000 GMT). It indicates nearly the same shape and extension of
the subtropical high.
If the captain has an official track forecast at hand he should rely o~ it unless
later ship reports~ his own observations or a later bulletin for shipping should indicate
the forecast to be incorrect. In any case it is beneficial to maintain a plot of the pressure centres to obtain a first approximation of the expected movement and development.
8.4

TYpes of "Grosswetterlagen" (large-scale weather patterns)

Weather not only travels and develops: there exists also a variability in the
pattern of the general circulation, of which various types can be distinguished. These are
called Grosswetterlagen because they are marked by distinct differences in the general pressure distribution, in the distribution of warm and cold air masses, and last but not least
in the prevailing tracks of cyclonic disturbances and their direction and speed.
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In one case~ for example, the main axis of the subtropical high (N.H.) may be 5 to
100 south of its normal position, and the pressure may be below normal intensity. At the
same time the belt of westerlies is farther south than usual, and the tracks of cyclonic
storms are between 30 and 4soN. In another case the subtropical high (N.H.) may be 10-20 mb
stronger than normal in a position 1000 miles to the north-east of its normal position.
The belt of westerlies has shifted polewards and the storm tracks may surpass 60o N.
Figures 40 and 41 show some types of large-scale patterns for the eastern part of
the North Atlantic Ocean, represented by five-day means of pressure distribution.

Figure 40 A gives three examples of northern westerlies for the month of May, 1950:
15.
21.
27.

5-day mean (13-17 May 1956)
5-day mean (19-2) May 1956)
5-day mean (25-29 May 1956 ) .

There is a northward displacement of the Azor.es high which, at the same time, is
stronger than normal. The Icelandic low is in a more northerly to north-easterly position
than normal and shows an above-normal intensity for the season. The belt of westerlies is
rather strongly developed, but only to the north of SOON. Conditions are unfavourable for
westward routes from the north of Scotland, but favourable for westward to south-westward
ones from the English Channel.
Figure 40 B gives three examples of

southern westerlies for the month of January

1955
5.
11.
17.

5-day mean ( 3-7 Jan. 1955)
5-day mean ( 9-1) Jan. 1955)
5-day mean (15-19 Jan. 1955).

The Icelandic low has divided into two parts, one of them lying over the Barents
Sea and northern Europe, the other one holding a position east to south-east of Newfoundland. The Azores high is being displaced to the south-east from its normal location. Strong
south-westerlies are blowing in the subtropical latitudes for the greater part of these
periods, and conditions are very-unfavourable for the routes from the English Channel to the
West Indies via the Azores. Easterly winds are encountered north of 500 N and WQuld greatly
favour westward routes there.
Figure 41 A gives three examples of "blocking action lt for the month of February

1956 :
1.
7.
1).

5-day mean ()O Jan. - ) Feb. 1956)
5-day mean (5-9 Feb. 1956)
5-day mean (11-15 Feb. 1956).

A blocking high lies over Scandinavia, the British Isles and the adjacent seas. The
belt of westerlies is very much reduced, or practically lacking, in the map area. No distinct Azores high is to be found. Main cyclonic activity is near the east coa::;t of Greenland, with a belt of strong southerlies bordering the European blocking high. Conditions
are relatively favourable over the main westward tracks in the North Atlantic, owing to the
absence or reduction of the belt of westerlies.
Figure 41 B gives three examples of lIunseasonal circulation activityll for the month

of July 1954 :
17.
2).
29.

5-day mean (15-19 July 1954)
5-day mean (21-25 July 1954)
5-day mean (27-)1 July 1954).

The pressure distribution for these summer periods is not too far from norma1 3 but
the Azores high as well as the low-pressure zone to the north and north-east of it show
intensities above normal. The westerlies in the North Sea and also to the west of the
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British Isles are strongly developed for the time of year, the mean pressure gradients resembling a winter pattern. Conditions between 50° and 60 0 N are unfavourable for westward Atlantic
routes, while they are quite favourable on south-westward routes at some distance from the
English Channel.
The individual weather situation does not always appear to belong to a specific and
proper type; there exist many intermediate ones. Nevertheless, checking the shipboard weather map to identify the type it most nearly represents will be quite useful.

8.5
ing and

Types of gales and storms
Gales and storms may be divided, in principle, into cyclonic and anticyclonic, movrevolving and constant-direction types.

stationar~ and

The great majority of storms are cyclonic, but some are related to anticyclones.
Various combinations of the characteristics given above are possible, and the seaman should
be aware of the fact that cyclonic storms, combined with a pronounced pressure fall and subsequent pressure rise, are not the only type. Some combinations are mentioned here.
(a)

.2y.£l~nlc.:.m~vln.Ei-Ee:!olv2Pg;

This is the most common type.

The storms produced by tropical cyclones (hurricanes,

typhoons) and by extratropical cyclones of sufficient intensity fall under

this

type. In special cases they may become stationary for a while, but movement of
the storm area accompanied by cyclonic wind shift at a fixed place is the rule. The
belt of roaring forties in the southern hemisphere is noted for its nearly endless
chain of cyclonic westerly strong winds and gales, following each other with short
interruptions.
(b)

hn.!i.£y,£l,2n.!c.:.m.,£vlnJ5-.£0}2s.!a.!2t_dlr!:c.! i2n
This type is combined with polar outbreaks of the cold season associated with a
strong moving anticyclone. The northers in the Gulf of Mexico which chiefly occur
from November to March are in this category. An anticyclone, often with centres
between 1030 and 1050 mb, that moves eastward over Texas or the western great plains
is more the storm-producing system than a preceding trough of low pressure. This
is stressed by the fact that there is often no, or no marked, pressure fall in the
Gulf before the arrival of the norther. Pressure rises, however are a distinct
feature of the norther. There is also no marked shift of the storm winds. They
may begin from NNW and end with NNE, but the change is gradual.
J

Similar storms may be encountered in other subtropical regions of the earth. The
pampero or the black south-easter of the southern hemisphere come into this category.
(c)

.2y.£l~nlc.:.s~a~i.£n!~;rL-.£0.EB.!aEt_
d.!r~c~i.£n

This type occurs in coastal waters. The Dalmatian bora and the mistral of the
western Mediterranean can be assigned to it. In most cases these gales are produced by a cyclone with associated pressure fall, though the gale force winds are
one-sided in relation to the cyclone and are maintained by a strong pressure gradient between the low centre and the adjacent high pressure system.
This type of gale also occurs when an occluded cyclone or a frontal trough of low
pressure moves against a stationary continental high. This cyclone or trough may
be without gale force winds, but as it moves against the stable high an increasing pressure gradient results which may lead to a storm. In this way stormy periods
of southerlies to south-easterlies are induced over the North Sea and the Norwegian
Sea when a powerful anticyclone is situated over northern Europe during the cold
season.
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~n~i~y~1.£n.!c.=s.!:a.!:i~n2FX-.£0Es.!:aE:t_
d.!r~cJi2n

A strengthening high can produce gale force winds on its slopes, but such an increase
is usually confined to one slope. An example is the Portuguese norther which may
be brought up to near-gale or gale force by an intensifying Azores high. Some minor
pressure fall over Spain can help to increase this wind, but it is not necessary.
By contrast with the norther of the Gulf of Mexico, this is mainly a phenomenon of
the warm season.
Similar gales sometimes occur on the slopes of other quasi-stationary anticyclones.
These may be subtropical, continental, or polar highs. The Santa Ana of southern
California is an anticyclonic wind which descends from the elevated lands of Nevada
and, northern Arizona, bringing to the coast warm, dry air, sometimes filled with
dust. Depending on the strength of the Great Basin h,igh and its south-western slope . .
the Santa Ana may attain sufficient force to become dangerous to shipping... especially
in the Los Angeles harbour district.
It would be possible to elaborate on other types or combinations of them. It should
however be sufficient to emphasize that gales and storms first depend on the pressure gradient, and that, even though the necessary gradient is most often associated with a moving
cyclone . . the revolving storm is not the only type which exists. When stUdying the weather
map it is up to the seaman to look out not only for storm tracks but also for the possible
generation of strong pressure gradients in other areas.
At this point an example is given of the effect of isobaric curvature on wind speed
With the object of adding to the understanding of the picture presented by a weather map (see
Figure 42). The wind speed values along the left side of the lines show that for any given
isobar spacing the speeds are much higher when the isobars are anticyclonically curved or
straight than when they are curved cyclonically. Along the right side of the lines in the
figure are numbers giving the radius of curvature of the lines. To arrive at the speed
values in the figure an isobaric spacing and a latitude were assumed . . the spacing for a five
millibar interval being 105 nautical miles and the latitude 40°. Furthermore, the speeds
shown have been decreased by 30% from the computed or free air values to account for surface
frictional effects. The wind speed values shown would have to be decreased if an isobaric
spacing of more than the 105 n.m. were used or if the latitude chosen were higher than 40°.
The reverse reasoning also applies : an increase (or crowding) of the isobars or a change
to lower latitudes would give higher speeds for the curvatures chosen in Figure 42.
8.6

General forecasting rules

All forecasting rules are to be used with caution. The validity of each rule is
limited.. and it may sometimes be doubtful which of the various rules should be applied in
a particular weather situation. If the shipmaster has received an official forecast map
(prebaratic or prognostic map), or forecast positions and intensities of the important pressure systems, or a direct weather forecast for the sea area around his route . . he should not
need to make his own forecast. The central weather office on land possesses far more actual
meteorological data than he does, and these data are evaluated fully by professional meteorologists.
However . . there can be times when the area of immediate interest is not adequately
covered by forecasts from meteorological offices. The following rules can then aid in estimating the movement of lows and highs and fronts, changes in intensity of pressure systems ...
and so on.

8.6.1

The rule of persistence

The most general rule is that of persistence. It involves extrapolating into the
future the same rates of movement and changes in intensity of systems as they have shown in
the recent past. Figure 43 may serve to illustrate the method. The actual map shows the
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centre of a low at B with a central pressure of 1000 mb. On the weather map 24 hours earlier
this centre was at A, say 480 nautical miles to the west of B, and the central pressure was
995 mh. A forecast by simple persistence would mean that the low would move to Cl in the
next 24 hours, with further filling to 1005 mh.
This method of extrapolation can also be applied when the past movement was not

uniform in direction and/or speed, provided that it was rather regular concerning the lItrack
tendency" (curvature, acceleration, deceleration). Tendencies in the intensity can be
taken into account in a similar way.
To return to Figure 43, intermediate weather maps might show that the low's course
A-B was not a straight one but a curved one as shown. Also the change in central pressure
(995-1000) might not have been uniform but have changed as follows : 995 - 1000 - 1005 - 10051000. Extrapolation from the last tendencies would lead to the forecast that the low would
move to 02 in the next 24 hours, deepening to 980 mb.
The C2 forecast differs greatly from the Cl forecast but may prove closer to the real
development, as it is based upon a more detailed history of the period A-B. So it is stressed that a closer sequence of weather maps favours the quality of forecasting. With two to
four shipboard weather maps per day the watch on weather development is far better than with
a single map per day. In the case of Figure 43, a shipboard weather map of (B + 6 hours)
ISh would be able to show whether the C2 forecast (SE course + deepening) is beginning to
be realized or not.
This simple method of extrapolation is based on the persistence of track and pressure tendencies. For short intervals the persistence is relatively high but diminishes for
longer intervals. Forecasting done by this method will have best results for a 6-hour period.
Much less satisfactory results will be achieved in forecasting for intervals of 12 to 24
hours. The use of extrapolation can be improved, however, by considering the climatic background and the overall features of the individual weather map.
As to the climatic background, there are ocean areas where cyclones tendto persist
in their track, and there are other regions where they tend to curve. The tendency of tropical cyclones to follow a curved path in certain sea areas is well known, and these areas
of recurvature, moreover, undergo seasonal displacement. Figure 44, for example, shows the
percentage frequencies of tropical sto~ moving on a persistent track during the month of
August in the south-western North Atlantic, including the Gulf of Mexico. The figure represents the percentage of storms whose 24-hour motion deviated no more than 10 degrees from the
previous 24-hour track (the rate of persistence in speed has not been considered). Obviously,
the likelihood that a storm will move in a persistent fashion during August is great to the
east and west of the Lesser Antilles, but is very small off the Carolina coast. This shows
that making a 24-hour forecast based on the previous track is far more promising in the
tropical zone of
80 per cent persistence than it would be farther north.

>

There are also regions where extra-tropical cyclones more frequently follow curving
tracks" one of which is the Irminger Sea between Iceland and South Greenland. Cyclones
curve here in a cyclonic sense and slow down in their motion at the same time, which gives
rise to the climatic mean Icelandic low.
Regarding the speed of systems, there is a tendency for pressure systems to accelerate or decelerate in certain ocean areas. Tropical cyclones slow down during fairly sharp
recurvature and speed up again after having turned toward the east. Ex.tra-tropical cyclones
tend to accelerate in those regions where a pronounced contrast exists between extensive
masses of warm and cold water, and downstream of such ~egions. Over the North Atlantic, it
is broadly the area to the south and east of Newfoundland which tends to act as an accelerator of cyclones.
8.6.2

The rule of Guilbert-Grossmann

systems.

The Guilbert-Grossmann rule may be helpful for estimating the speed of movement of
The rule is that I
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itA trough of low pressure - or even a closed low - tends to move to the place of
the preceding ridge of high pressure in 24 hours, and this ridge tends to move to
the place of the preceding trough in 24 hours. n

When the westerlies are much stronger than normal, the displacement of a trough may
be double the speed, so that the trough will reach the place of the preceding trough in 24
hours (see paragraph 9.1 (g) comparison). A more frequent interval, however, from a trough
to the next one (or from a ridge to the next one) is about 48 hours. Hence the saying
ItFridayls weather - Sundayls weather".
This rule is for temperate latitudes. In subtropical and tropical latitudes, the
interval between moving disturbances is more frequently about 5 days. Tilis applies to subtropical high pressure cells moving eastward as well as to cyclonic "easterly wavesllmoving
westward in the tropics.

8.6.3

The rule of connecting isobars

If there is not a distinct ridge in front of a moviBg depression, the following
rule can help :
"When there are connecting, common isobars from a primary to a secondary depression,
the secondary tends to move around the primary in such a way that its centre lies
near the lowest connecting isobar after 24 hours".

Figure 45 (NE Atlantic weather map of 1200 GMT 26 April 1955 illustrates this rule.
IOaD-mb is the lowest common isobar connecting the primary in the north with the secondary
in the south. 24 hours later the centre of the southern depression has advanced to point A
on the lOao-mb isobar (having at the same time deepened to 985 mb).

9.

SPECIFIC FORECASTING RULES

There are a number of practical forecasting rules which the mariner will find helpful. It should be emphasized, however, that these rules are simplified derivations of complicated physical laws, and therefore they have their limitations and shortcomings when applied.

9.1

Movement and development of depressions

(a)

A depression with a warm sector moves downstream in a direction parallel to the
isobars in the warm sector, with a speed approximately 0.8 of the gradient wind
derived from the spacing of these isobars.

(b)

When a depression has a large open warm sector, a deepening of the depression is
to be expected.

(c)

The deepening of a depression usually increases with the narrowing of the warm
sector (the cold front approaching the warm front); it decreases when the occlusion
process is going on.

(d)

When the depression has nearly occluded, it moves less rapidly (though deepening may
continue for a while).

(e)

Occluded depressions tend to deviate to the left (S.H. to the right) or from their
previous track. At the same time they tend to move more slowly or to become stationary or almost so.

(f)

Large depressions, when totally occluded, move very slowly and sometimes in an
irregular way. Such a depression may be called a primary depression or a central
low.

(g)

Small depressions caught up in the circulation of a larger system have a movement
following the main circulation. For example, secondaries have a tendency to move
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cyclonically aroWld the primary depression. When the secondary is comparable in
size and depth with the primary both depressions tend to rotate about each other,
dumb-bell fashion, in a cyclonic sense. The speed of the secondary varies with
the strength of the winds in the primary circulation.
(h)

A non-frontal depression tends to move in the same direction as the strongest winds
circulating around it, 1.e. in the direction of the isobars where they are nearest
together.

(1)

Frontal depressions tend to occur in families, each depression following approximately the path of its predecessor but displaced somewhat towards a lower latitude.

(j)

The more a secondary deepens, the more it approaches the centre of the primary
depression. Eventually it will absorb the old primary and become the primary itself.

(k)

Depressions tend to move around large~ warm anticyclones, which are well established,
tn the direction of the air flow around their boundaries. Note that the warm air
is on the right side of the cyclone track in the northern hem1sphere~ on the left
in the southern.

(1)

Occluded cyclones tend to weaken or to fill.
over a relatively cold sea or land surface.

(m)

An occluded or non-frontal cyclone over warm subtropical waters sometimes intensifies for one to two days before starting to fill.

(n)

When a secondary centre of low pressure is formed at the occlusion point (the point
where warm front and cold front join into the occluded front L this secondary moves
in the direction of the warm sector isobars or even to the right of it.

(0)

If a frontal wave disturbance (a very large warm sector) is followed by another
one at a relatively short distance, it is unlikely to deepen into a vigorous depression. The deepening of a wave disturbance into a vigorous depression normally
occurs i f sufficient cold air pushes behind it, this being indicated by several
isobars cutting the cold front.

9.2

Movement of tro£ical cyclones

This tendency is more pronounced

Figure 46 shows typical tracks of tropical cyclones for the various regions of
cyclone occurrence. These tracks are generalized from many individual tracks which may
deviate more or less from those shown in the figure. The following rules apply to cyclone
movement
(al

Tropical cyclones tend to curve around the adjacent subtropical high.
Note:

The seasonal change of the position of' the"steerln.g high" causes a seasonal
change of the mean track of the tropical cyclones" e.g. North Pacific typhoons :
July - August
lat. of recurving
November - April
South Indian Ocean cyclones :
January - February
April

lat. of recurving

(b)

Recurvature of a tropical cyclone may fail to occur in extremely low latitudes,
for example in the Caribbean Sea, around the southern Philippines or north of
Madagascar.

(0)

The poleward component of the cyclone track is greater than is indicated by the
general pattern of surface isobars outside the circulation of the cyclone itself.
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(d)

If an eastward moving high blocks the cyclone a change of the storm track may occur,
depending on the relative intensities of the systems. The effect of blocking, that
is changing the cyclone track to the left (to the right in the southern hemisphere),
normally decreases with increasing latitude and with advancing season.

(e)

When an extra-tropical trough containing a cold front extends southward to the vici-

nity of a tropical cyclone (northward in the southern hemisphere) this cyclone is
likely to move in the general direction of the trough and its cold front.
Note:

This rule applies to cyclones which have already reached mid-latitudes
(more than 30-35°N, or more than 25-300 3). Cyclones of the late season may
follow this rule even from lower latitudes.

9.3

Movement and development of anticyclones

(a)

Ridges of high pressure between depressions move in the same direction and with
the same speed as the depressions themselves.

(b)

A post-frontal cold anticyclone usually intensifies while advancing southward
(northward in the southern hemisphere) whereas the pre-frontal subtropical warm
anticyclone tends to weaken.

(c)

The track of a moving cold or semi-cold anticyclone with closed isobars usually
deviates to the right (to the left in the southern hemisphere) of the track of the
preceding cyclone.

(d)

A cold anticyclone slowing down or becoming quasi-stationary in middle or subtropical latitudes soon transforms into a relatively warm anticyclone. It then operates
as a steering centre for depressions on its poleward side (see rule in paragraph

9.1 (k)).
(e)

Small closed highs usually move faster than large ones.
tend to move slowly and sometimes in an irregular way.

Large warm anticyclones

9.4

Movement of fronts

(a)

The speed of a front is largely determined by the force of the component of the
wind at right-angles to the front. Thus closely-packed isobars crossing a front
are an indication of a fast-moving front.

(b)

A front moves the faster the more the pressure falls before it in the case of the
warm front or the more the pressure rises behind it in the case of the cold front.

(c)

A front which is parallel to the isobars will be stationary or move slowly, while
the frontal character weakens or disappears.

(d)

A front which lies in the axis of a trough without being cut by an isobar is stationary, unless pressure tendencies are such as to cause the trough itself to move,
in which case the front will move with the trough.

(e)

When an occluded front approaches a stationary (continental or blocking) high, its
forward movement decreases.

(f)

Warm fronts usually move 70 to 50 per cent more slowly than the gradient wind at
right angles to the front indicates.

9.5

Precipitation on fronts

(a)

Frontal precipitation will normally be the more intensive the sharper the frontal
convergence of winds (indicated by the angle of the isobars and the resultant shift
of wind).
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(b)

The pre-frontal precipitation zone on a warm front will be narrow if the axis of
the pre-frontal high pressure ridge is relatively near the warm front.

(0)

An extended area of pre-frontal precipitation on a warm front occurs when there is
a strong pressure gradient within the warm sector and no marked ridge of high pressure in front of it.

(d)

In subtropical latitudes the weather activity of cold fronts is more pronounced than
that of warm fronts. In polar latitudes the greater weather activity is with warm
fronts and occlusions of the warm front type.

(e)

A slowly moving cold front normally has a broader zone of precipitation than a
cold front which moves more rapidly.
Note

9.6

There may not be a continuous zone of precipitation along a rapidly moving
cold front but rather some pre-frontal squalls and showers. A continuous
precipitation zone may be expeoted along and behind a slowly moving cold
front, but no squalls and showers.

Steering of pressure systems

Very important is the effect which the temperature of an air mass - averaged over
its vertical dimension - exercises on the upper air pressure. Cold air is of greater density
than warm air, therefore the atmospheric pressure in a cold air mass deoreases with height
more than in a warm air mass. The effeot on the upper air pressure is shown in Figure 47.
If two air columns of 20°C difference in mean temperature are compared, both having the same
sea-level pressure of 1000 mb, the upper air pressure of 500 mb will be found 400 m higher
in the warm air (or, in other words, when the same altitude in the warm air and the cold air
columns is examined upper air pressure is higher in the warm air).
One example at least may show the effect of air-mass temperature on the upper winds.
Figure 48 shows a cold midwinter high moving eastwards in subtropical latitudes at about 30
knots. H indicates the aotual position of the centre (1028 mb), whereas H-l denotes its
position one day before, H+l one day later. Sea-level isobars of 1025 and 1020 rob (thick
lines) encircle the centre. Thick arrows at Bermuda and east of Cape Hatteras indicate 10knot surface winds blowing clockwise arOlmd the centre of the surface high.
This high is following the extended oold front trough of an Atlantic cyclone. Its
air mass, continental polar air transforming into maritime polar air, is much colder and of
greater vertical extent in the north than in subtropical latitudes. The air column from
1000 mb (near sea-level) up to 500 mb has a mean temperature of 0° ,south of Bermuda and of
_20° near Nova Scotia.
The difference of 20° in mean temperature equals a difference of 400 m in the thickness of the air column between 1000 and 500 mb, the thioknesses being 5,540 m for 0° mean
temperature, and 5,140 m for _20 0 mean temperature.
In this way the contour lines (isohypses) of the 50Q-mb surface result, which are
the thin lines in Figure 48. Only a small contribution to the 50Q-mb pattern is made by
the sea-level pressure pattern in the following way :
Atmospheric pressure in the lower layers decreases with height about 5 millibars
per 40 metres elevation, therefore :
with 1020 mb sea-level pressure
height of the 100o-mb surface
(b)

with _20° mean temperature
thickness 1000-SOO mb

(a) + (b) resulting height of the SOo-mb surface

160 m
S,140 m
S,300 m
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The crowded contour lines of the 50o-rob surface indicate that upper air westerlies
of hurricane force (Bermuda 80 knots; near Cape Hatteras 50 knots) are blowing over the weak
to moderate anticyclonic sea-level circulation. The sea-level high moves from west to east
nearly according to the upper air stream as a steering current, ~ut at only about 50 per cent

of its speed (30 knots).
According to the relation between air mass temperatures and upper air conditions,
the following general characteristics of pressure formations can be given :
(a)

A warm high is superimposed by an upper air high and will, therefore, be stationary
or moving very slowly. Anticyclones of subtropical and temperate latitudes which
have a broad flow of warm tropical air around their polar side are mostly of this

type.
(b)

A cold high has little vertical extent. It has a pronounced upper air flow superimposed on it and will normally, therefore, be a moving system. Ridges of high
pressure between extra-tropical cyclones, and also the closed highs following cold
fronts, are usually of this type.

(c)

A partially warm low has a pronounced upper air flow superimposed and will accordingly move more or less quickly. This is the case of the warm sector cyclone. Tropical cyclones making contact with polar air after recurvature, and occluded cyclones
having contact with colder arctic air, are also of this type.

(d)

A cold low has an upper air low superimposed and will therefore move slowly or
become stationary. Old, occluded cyclones are mostly of this type. They may be
named central lows.

If upper air charts such as the 500-mb constant pressure charts are available to
the mariner through radio facsimile, the following rules can assist in determining the movement of surface pressure systems :
(a)

The contour lines on the 50Q-mb constant pressure chart broadly indicate the direction of movement of such surface pressure systems as frontal cyclones and cold
ridges of high pressure between them.

(b)

These pressure systems move with about half the speed of the 50Q-mb upper air winds.

(c)

Forecasting extra-tropical cyclone movement from the upper air chart is limited to
small shallow depressions of the frontal type (warm sector) whose closed circulations are not evident on the 50Q-mb chart.

(d)

Since the upper air patterns also change with time, the current 50o-mb map is a
better indicator of the cyclone movement for the next 6 to 12 hours than for 12 24.hours or more.
The following rules apply to changes of the upper air patterns

(e)

The stronger and the more extensive an upper air high or upper air low, the slower
is its displacement.

(f)

Flat upper air troughs or ridges (with contour lines of slight curvature) move rather
rapidly, while extensive and pronounced upper air troughs and ridges (with greatly
curved contour lines) move slowly.

(g)

As cyclones develop, their closed circulations extend to higher and higher altitudes.

9.7

storm development

cyclone.

The normal development of an extra-tropical cyclonic storm is from a warm-sector
The following rules are for more sudden and extreme developments.
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The triple point situation

When a triple point develops, as shown in Figure 49, a severe cyclone is likely to
develop within 24 hours. A triple point is the meeting-place of three different air masses

(a)

Maritime tropical air as the warmest air mass, to the south of the point;

(b)

Continental polar air as the coldest air mass, to the west and nortp-west of the
point;

(0)

Returning maritime polar air as an intermediate air mass, to the east and northeast of the point.

Three different highs, the axes of which are indicated by - - - - - - - - - - - in
Figure 49, characterize the three different air masses. The storm moves into the area of the
intermediate air mass where the 24-hour pressure .fall may be 40 to 50 mbs. The region south
of Cape Hatteras is favourable for triple point formation.
The east coast cyclone
When a deepening frontal warm sector depression moving along the east coast of a
continent is approached by the cold front of another, continental depression, a severe cyclone
is likely to develop within 24 hours. Figure 50 shows the weather situation at 0000 GMT 12
November 1952. The double line :::::indicates the zone of approach between the warm-sector
depression and the continental cold front. The pattern is similar to the triple point situation, but there is only approach instead of meeting of the two frontal systems with three
air masses involved. The track and intensity of the resulting severe cyclone is shown in
Figure 50 for three days (1300 = 13 November, OOOOGMT, 965 = central pressure 965 mb).

9.7.3

Downstream from a neutral poip.t

When there is a col situation with a neutral point between two highs and two lows
lying crosswise, and when a warm front approaches the neutral point, a storm cyclone is
likely to develop downstream from this point within 24 hours. The weather situation to the
north-west of the Azores at 0000 GMT on 12 September 1951 gives an example (Figure 51). A
small wave disturbance is Just forming on the warm front near the neutral point. The two
highs, in the north-west and the south-east, and the two lows, in the north-east and the
south-west, will be noted. The frontal disturbance is moving downstream, towards ENE at
about 40 knots, and rapidly deepens as the cold air from the north-west pushes on its rear.
After 20 hours it has developed into a cyclonic storm of 985 mbs.
With a similar pressure pattern and col system, but a front" crossing the neutral
point N.P. (see Figure 52), large pressure falls will occur over an extensive area downstream
from this point, but normally this will deepen the existing low and favour its southward
extension or motion without creating a new cyclone.

9.7.4

The post-frontal trough

When a vigorous frontal cyclone occludes and slows down, a post-fronta~. trough may
form following the occluded front (or the cold front). Such a non-frontal trough can contain
shifting winds up to hurricane force and dangerous sea conditions. The distance between the
occluded front and the axis of the trough may vary from 200 to 600 nautical miles.
If the barometer shows no rise of pressure after the occluded front (cold front)
has passed, but starts falling anew with the wind backing slowly again (after it had veered
with the frontal passage), a trough should be expected.
Figure 53 shows a trough situation near 50o N, 25°W on 28 March 1959 at 1800 GMT.
Ships near SOON encountered hurricane force winds up to 70 knots, and the height of some
waves near the trough axis was estimated at 18 m or more.
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Similar developments may be encountered in the southern hemisphere in the roaring
forties. Figure 54 shows the picture of Figure 53 transposed into the southern hemisphere
in order to give an impression of how the relevant weather map would look there.

10.

SPECIAL WEATHER HAZARDS FOR SHIPPING

10.1

Danger of icing

Heavy ice accretion on the superstructure of ships occurs when the air temperature
is well below the freezing point and winds of gale force or higher are blowing. Sea surface temperatures near OoC (32°F) favour ice accretion from spray. Smaller ships, such as
trawlers, undergo the danger of capsizing from severe icing, but icing can be hazardous
also for larger ships.
Figure 55 shows typical weather situations for the severe icing of ships for the
sea areas :
(a)

To the north-west of Iceland;

(b)

Near southern Greenland;

(c)

To the east of Newfoundland and southern Labrador.

Winds between Eft 10 and 12, caused by the steep pressure gradient of a deep cyclone,
were blowing in each of the three cases. The air temperature was from -5° to -9°C in the
area of severe icing, and the sea surface temperatures ranged near ooc.
The mariner should consider not only the track and intensity of such cyclones, but
also the likelihood of extremely cold continental air approaching his ship. The temperature
of the air is moderated greatly when it blows over open water for long distances. A timely
retreat of the ship into warmer surface waters or shelter should be made whenever possible.
Ships which experience icing of superstructures should either add this in plain
language to the weather report or use the code group 2 IsEsEsR s (see code forms FM 21.C,
FM 22.C, FM 23.C). If plain language is used, it has to be preceded by the word "ICING".
A plain language TTT message (navigational warning) has to be transmitted by any ship experiencing severe icing.
10.2

Danger of dense fog

Sea fog is caUBed primarily by warm air flowing over relatively cold water. Areas
or bro~d tongues of cold water surrounded by warmer sea or land areas are particularly
favourable for fog formation. Such cold water areas may result from advection through poiar
currents (e.g. the Labrador Current), from the upwelling of colder water near certain coasts
(e.g. the west coasts of North Africa and South Africa, the coasts of Chtle and California)
from vertical mixing by tidal currents (e.g. in the English Channel), or from differentially
greater seasonal heating of surrounding land areas (e.g. the ~ltic Sea).
The risk of fog varies with the season, the direction and force of the wind, and
other factors. Figure 56, for example, show~ the fog wind rose for the square 41-43°N,
47-50 oW (near the southern tip of the Grand Banks) for June-August and for December-February.
It presents the percentage of fog frequency combined with each of the 8 wind directions
(liNE 10~' means : 10 per cent of all NE winds observed are combined with fog). The difference
between winter and summer conditions is obvious. With an easterly to southerly wind blowing
the frequency and likelihood of fog are nearly as great in winter as in summer, but with
winds from any other direction the fog frequency is much greater in summer than in winter.
For instance only one per cent of the westerly winds bring fog during winter, but 13 per
cent do so during summer.
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Climatological knowledge of this kind can be useful for estimating the fog tendency
from the actual weather situation or Grosswetterlage.

10·3

Danger of violent storm (hurricane)

Wind speeds up to 90 knots may be reached - though rarely - in an extra-tropical
cyclone. Peak winds of 100 to 150 knots are not too rare near the centre of intense tropical
cyclones.
The following table may serve for estimating whether the threshold of a tldangerous
storm" (60 knots = Bft 11) is likely to be reached or surpassed. The distance between isobars can be taken from a shipboard weather map. If the interval of isobars is four mb,
one fourth of the distance has to be taken for the table; if the interval is five mb, one
fifth has to be taken for the table, and so on. The table is for an actual wind speed of
60 knots, as 0.7 of an 86-knot gradient wind.
Table 2:

Distance between l-mb isobars for a wind speed of 60 knots
(Bft 11)

Radius of cyclonic curvature (nautical miles)
Degrees of
latitude

60

180

300

600

00

80°

2

4

5

7 nautical miles

60°

2

4

40°

2

5

5
6

5
6
8

11 nautical miles

30°
20°

2

7

9

14 nautical miles

2

5
6

8

11

20 nautical miles

10°

2

6

10

15

40 nautical miles

8 nautical miles

Example
A dangerous pressure gradient may be near 45°N. 8-mb distance (992984 mb) is measured to be 60 nautical miles; that is, 7.5 miles for one millibar.
If the radius of curvature of the isobars is near 600 nautical miles, winds of
60 knots should be expected. But if the same pressure gradient should be near a
cyclone centre with greatly curved isobars the winds would be less.
The avoidance of tropical disturbances of storm or hurricane intensities is of paramount concern to every mariner. Utilization of the information from warnings broadcast to
shipping provides the best means for taking early avoiding action. In the northern hemisphere,
routine typhoon (Pacific) and hurricane (Atlantic) reconnaissance flights, made by aircraft
around and into these distrubances, provide accurate position and intensity information. In
the southern hemisphere, however, the majority of such disturbances remain undetected until
they have come dangerously near to ships or islands.*

*

Weather satellites - as developed recently in the United states - have already proved
their value as a new means of hurricane detection. The necessity for weather reports
from ships remains, however.
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Figure 57 shows the relationship between the wind and swell directions around a
tropical cyclone in the northern and in the southern hemispheres. The outer, feathered arrows
represent the wind directions, while the long inner arrows represent the swell directions.
The upper model is for the northern hemisphere, the lower for the southern.
The hurricane swell emanates outward from the maximum wind zone around the eye,
whereas the winds in the outer cyclone area are directed inward. In this way, an angle of
about 1000 is formed between the wind and swell directions. An exchange of wind and swell
observations between two ships plying through different sectors of a tropical cyclone can
prove suitable for obtaining an approximate fix of the cyclone centre, and for determining
its approximate track by repeating an exchange of reports after some hours.
The idealized, circular models of Figure 57 are valid for stationary or slowly moving tropical cyclones. With a movement in excess of 10 knots conditions become more complicated, for whereas the wind is associated with the actual position of the centre the swell
is coming from a former position of the hurricane. It should be emphasized, moreover, that
the angle between the wind and the isobars is variable, being greater near the outer limits
of the cyclone (ca. 40°) and becoming more nearly tangent to the isobars near the hurricane
centre. Therefore a fix of the cyclone centre by observations on a single ship or by exchange
or radio reports between ships can give no more than an approximation, but even this can be
very valuable at times.
When onels ship is in the general area of a tropical disturbance a simple shipboard
weather map should be constructed for the area of concern; it can help to draw the best possible conclusions from the observations which may be available. Figure 58 shows how the
centre of a hurricane is located by observations from two ships. Dashed arrows indicate the
direction of swell. With the swell from north-east reported by the A.C. Bedford it might
be concluded that the hurricane centre (now near 16°N, 800 W) was previously farther to the
south-east, perhaps near 15°N and between 79 and 800 w. This is a rough indication for the
hurricane on a northerly or north-westerly course.
10.4

Danger of extremely high sea and swell

Wave heights increase with increasing wind speed, but the duration of the storm and
the extent of the area affected by the storm are also of importance in developing waves. The
gustiness of the wind also contributes to wave development. Cold air blowing over relatively
warm water is far more gusty than warm air moving over relatively cold water. The difference
of temperature between air and sea is therefore a useful indication of the character of the
air mass. cumuliform clouds and showers may also indicate cold air with squally weather.
Figure 59 is an example of the generation of particularly high seas and swells in
the Azores area. It shows the situation on 4 November 1951 at 1800 GMT. A zone of storm
force winds of fairly uniform direction extends from south-west of Iceland down to the
Azores region. Northerly winds (NNE to NNW) of Bft 8-10 are blowing over more than 1200
nautical miles to create an elongated generating area. As there are many showers in this
polar air streaming over warmer surface waters the storm zone is certainly interspersed with
peak gusts and squalls up to hurricane intensity. Since the strong winds continued in the
generating area with little abatement until 6 November, the duration factor was ~arge enough
to create fully developed seas.
During this storm a ship of 3690 tons was forced to heave to near 42°N 32°W for
57 hours in violent rain, hail squalls and seas reported to have been from very high to
phenomenal. An old battleship of 19,000 tons was lost in the Azores area on 4 November 1951
during this storm. She was being towed to England but broke adrift in the seas. The search
for her was kept up for a month but without any result.
Besides this type of dangerous sea and swell of a rather uniform direction, there
is another type where two or more wave systems from different directions cross each other
at a considerable angle. As the higher waves caused by strong winds move out of the
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generating area to become swell, a directional
the swell frequently occurs.

diff~rence
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between the local wind waves and

A dangerous type of such cross-seas is related to cyclonic storms such as hurricanes and post-frontal troughs (see paragraphs 5.3 and 4.7.4 of Part II). The interference
of different high wave trains produces an irregular sea surface with short-crested peaks
and hollows. Where the crests of each system merge in phase towering waves result. On the
other hand 3 a cancelling out of waves takes place where the crests of one wave system merge
with troughs of another.
3

11.
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11.1

Drawing general inferences from the actual weather map

If the weather map aboard ship contains only isobars and fronts, the mariner must
estimate the winds and weather likely to be encountered from the isobaric and frontal patterns. With experience such estimates can prove very helpful in determining the possible
need for altering course or speed. A regular comparison of one's own shipboard observations
with the pressure pattern shown on the weather map is a good means of learning day by day
the relationship between how it looks on the map and lIhow it does ll outside.
Because there is movement and development in weather systems~ as has been outlined
under paragraph ).) of Part ILa study of the previous shipboard weather map is a necessary
aid to the estimation of changes in lows and highs and fronts. With both the past tracks
and the self-extrapolated or forecast tracks plotted on the map a mental picture can be
formed of the pressure distribution that will probably exist in the near future.
Drafting a sketch of the expected pressure distribution~ including the winds along
the route~ is recommended. This can help to improve the mental picture and can lead to a
more precise estimate of conditions to be expected.
Estimating wind direction and speed from the shipboard weather map

11.2

In estimating the wind force from the weather map plotted qualitatively aboard ship
the following should be taken into consideration :
- anticyclonic or straight isobars produce higher wind forces than cyclonic isobars
of the same spacing
- low latitudes produce higher wind forces than high latitudes for the same spacing
of isobars
-

cold~ unstable air masses over warm water produce higher wind forces than warm,
stable air masses over cold water, for a given isobaric spacing.

Figure 60 illustrates these principles.

A more reliable estimate of the wind speed can be made by using tables or diagrams.
For practical purposes Dr. Rudloff's wind nomogram (presented by Figures 61 (A, B)), can
be used.
The unit of distance throughout this nomogram is one degree of latitude = 60 nautical miles. Thus the graph can be applied to maps of any projection and scale in which true
distances are measured in terms of degrees of latitude.
r.

Each part of the nomogram is for a given radius of curvature of the isobars, called
All selected values of r are for cyclonic isobars; only r = 00 is for straight isobars.
r
r

20
1

20" lat.
1° lat.

20 X 60
1 X 60

1200 nautical miles
60 nautical miles
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Most of the stronger gradients in the outer limits of an anticyclone have nearly
straight isobars so that

r

=: QO

may be used.

If there is anticyclonic curvature" plus a

strong pressure gradient, an addition of the order vf magnitude of 2 Eft or 10 knots should
be made to the value found for r = 0 0 •
The horizontal lines of the nomogram indicate the latitude for which the wind speed
is to be estimated. Lines are from 8° to 90° lat.
The vertical lines indicate, under d , the distance between I-rob isobars, expressed
1
in degrees of latitude (0.1 = 0.1 0 = 6 nautical miles; 6 = 6° = 360 nautical miles). Auxiliary scales have been added for 2.5-mb, 4-mb, 5-mb, and la-rob steps, named d 2 5' d , d '
4
S
d
respectively. Thus the same vertical line is for
~
iO

d

1

d
5
d
10

1.2

72 nautical miles for

1 mb.

6

360 nautical miles for

5 mb.

12

720 nautical miles for

10 mb.

If the distance between 8-mb isobars (e.g. 1008 - 1000) should be measured to be
2.4 0 lat. (144 nautical miles), it may be divided by 8 to find dlJ d l = 0.3.
The sloping lines indicate the wind speed in knots~ 5 - 10 - 15 - 20 knots~ etc.

A simple example illustrates the procedure. Let us suppose that there are straight
isobars on the weather map near 50o N. Take that part of the nomogram indicated by r
The distance between the 1008- and 100D-mb isobars is measured to be 2.4°; or d l = 0.3. Go
along the horizontal line 50 until the intersection with the vertical line 0.3. This intersection is very nearly cut by a sloping line on which can be read "30" (knots);. the actual
wind speed for this part of the weather map.

=-= .

In practice there will frequently be found such values of r~ d (distance of isobars)~
and latitude not given in the nomogram. Then interpolation becomes necessary.
In a pronounced cold and unstable air mass streaming over warmer waters~ the actual
wind speed may be 10 to 20 per cent higher than that obtained from the nomogram. Conversely~
for a pronounced warm air mass flowing over a colder sea surface the actual wind may be 5 to
15 per cent less than that obtained from the nomogram.
Estimating the wind direction on the open sea from a weather map is much easier
than estimating the wind speed. In most cases it is sufficient to assume that the wind
crosses the isobars at an angle of 10 to 20° toward lower pressure. However~ with light to
moderate winds and at lower latitudes greater deviations (up to about 4 points or 45°) are
found.
Ne~ the coast~ especially near elevated coastlines~ it is more diffic~t to estimate the wind direction from a weather map. In some coastal waters there is a distinct tendency for the wind to blow nearly paral1ei to the coast~ either in one direction or the
other. Quite near the coast~ downslope winds of the fBbn or bora type may blow at nearly
right-angles to the isobars and to the general direction of the coastline.

11.3
map~

Estimating sea and swell from the shipboard weather map
Once the wind speeds in the area of interest have been determined from the weather
the following table can be used to evaluate the size of the waves.
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Table
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Approximate wave heights related to Beaufort wind forces 0 - 12

3

Wind
Bft

Probable wave height

Speed in

in metres

force

knots

0
1
2

<:1
1-3
4-6

0.1
0.2

(0.1)
(0.3)

3
4

7-10
11-15
16-21

0.6
1
2

(1)
(1.5 )
(2.5 )

22-27
28-33
34-40

3
4
5.5

(4)
(5.5)
(7.5)

7

10

41-47
48-55

9

11
12

56-63
64-71

11.5
14

5
6
7
8
9

(10)
(12.5 )
(16)
(- )

This table Is only intended as a guide to show roughly what may be expected in the
open sea, remote from land. In enclosed waters, or when near land, with an off-shore wind,
wave heights will be smaller and the waves shorter and steeper. Figures in brackets indicate the probable maximum height of waves. The table should never be used in the reverse
way, 1.e~ for logging 'or reporting the state of the sea.
In individual cases the wave conditions may deviate from the values of Table 3.
Among other -factors the duration of the wind plays an important role in wave formation. Arry
change of wind direction and/or speed will vary the pattern of the waves. 'Thus the pattern
of the waves will not be the same for steady winds as for turning winds.
As indicated earlier, waves which move out of the area where they were generated
.will gradually decay. These waves are known as swelL It is rather difficult to forecast
the swell for some days ahead without devoting considerable time to the problem, for the"
waves can be affected by other wind and wave systems during their travel. Rapidly moving
storm systems normally send out less swell than those which are moving slowly, because the
duration of the wind has not been sufficient to generate a fully developed sea.
Obviously a single shipboard weather map is not sufficient for making reasonable
estimates of sea. and swell. Time is an essential requirement for wave generation and for
travel of swell. A comparison of wind conditions on two or more charts is necessary for a
better estimate.
Table 4 (see next page) may be used as a rough guide to the estimation of the
spreading of swell waves from stormy or windy areas.
In the case of ships' reports including the wave group being received, a wave condition chart may be drawn (see Appendix I).
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Table

4

Character of storm

Violent storm

Approximate period and speed characteristics of swell waves
generated by high winds of some duration

Duration of storm

duration

(10 - 12 Bft)

duration

storm
(<v 10 Bft)

Strong gale

duration

( 9 Bft)

Gale

duration

( 8 Bft)

Near gale
( 7 Bft)

duration

,..,

Period*
(seoonds)

Speed of wave
Distance made in 24
energy (knots)** hours (nautical miles

day

12 - 14

ca. 18 - 21

ca. 4)0 - 510

1 day

14 - 16

ca. 21 - 24

ca. 510 - 580

li day

16 - 19

oa. 24 - 29

ca. 580 - 690

day

11- 1)

ca.16i - 20

oa. 400 - 470

1 day

1) - 15

ca. 20 - 2)

ca. 470 - 550

,..,
H

day

15 - 17

ca. 2) - 26

ca. 550 - 620

,..,

day

10 - 12

ca. 15 - 18

ca. )60 - 4)0

1 day

12 - 14

ca. 18 - 21

ca. 430 - 510

1i day

1) - 15

ca • 20 - 23

ca. 470 - 550

day

9 - 10

.ca.l3t - 15

oa. ))0 - )60

1 day

11- 13

ca.16i - 20

ca. 400 - 470

li day

12 - 14

ca.18

- 21

ca. 430 - 510
ca. 290 - 3 6 0

,..,
,..,

day

8 - 10

ca. 12 - 15

1 day

9 - 11

ca.l~

li day

10 - 12

- l6t

ca. 15 - 18

)30 - 400
3 6 0 - 430

*

Approximate band of periods for which the relatively highest swell is to be expected
at a ship's position not farther from the generation area than about 600 nautical miles.
If the distance is greater, the relatively highest swell will occur with higher periods.

**

The speed of individual waves within the wave area is about twice that given in the
fourth column of the table.

11.4

Estimating visibility from the shipboard weather map

Without ship reports on a weather map, it is often difficult to estimate visibility.
Climatological knowledge can help (see paragraph 5.2, Part II). Poor visibility from the
formation of mist or fog is favoured by warm (moist) air over colder water, slow air movement and anticyclonic conditions. An outstanding example is the Grand Banks area, with its
low water temperatures. To southward the ocean is much warmer because of the Gulf stream.
Any condition which produces a slow air movement from southward, such as high pressure over
the Azores and low pressure over Nova Scotia, is likely to result in fog over the Grand
Banks because of the lower water temperatures in that vicinity.
Polar air tn the rear of a cold front usually brings good visibility, except for
local showers, especially in the case of snow. But during the summer even a cold front
passing the Grand Banks may be followed by fog, as the polar westerlies or north-westerlies
may have warmed over Canada sufficiently to produce fog over the cold surface waters to the
east.
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Maritime tropical air flowing over cooler northerly waters favours the development
of drizzle, mist and/or fog. Poor visibility is usually found in and ahead of warm fronts.
If the air movement is not too strong, poor visibility can also occur in the warm sector.
Gale force winds with fog are rare.
Under some conditions - clear sky at night, nearly calm air with sufficient moisture fog forms over the land and then drifts out over the adjacent sea with offshore winds. Cessation of this type of fog over the water is sometimes indicated on the weather map by conditions that cause a change in the direction of the wind or any considerable increase in its
velocity.
Lifting of fog often occurs with increasing winds, and under the low stratus cover
formed from the lifted fog, visibility may become sufficient for safe navigation~
11.5

Estimating precipitation and types

~f

weather from the shipboard weather map

With some well-distributed weather reports entered on the shipboard weather map,
and bearing in mind the activity of cyclones, troughs and fronts, the mariner often will be
in a position to estimate the weather conditions along his course. It is a good practice
to shade zones of precipitation. Even without plotted reports map analysis is of some value
for estimating expected weather conditions, experience being gained in the use of the analyses.
Special attention should be paid to V-shaped lows which frequently contain squall
lines. These lines are accompanied by towering clouds, heavy precip~tation and severe
squalls with shifting winds. This applies to the V-shaped trough in the southern semicircle
of a low in the northern hemisphere, or the northern semicircle in the southern hemisphere.
Occasionally a V-shaped trough to the north of a low may be observed in the northern hemisphere, or to the south of it in the southern. In this case there will be no squalls but
only raincf the warm front type.
11.6

Forecasting conditions at sea

If a forecast map with isobars and fronts is received on board, the mariner will
be in a good position to estimate wind and weather conditions a~sociated with the pressure
distribution. This is done in the same way as for an actual weather map.
If only forecast positions of the main pressure centres, or their expected movements only, are received, it is recommended that a rough forecast map be drawn, using the
forecast positions of the pressure centres and possibly anticipating their intensities.
Future positions of fronts should be added, bearing in mind the occluding tendency of warm
sectors, etc. After having made a forecast sketch, it should be easier to estimate wind
and weather conditions along the intended track.
With no forecast information at hand, the mariner becomes the forecaster. Elf a
careful study of the shipboard weather map, by applying some suitable forecasting rules
(see paragraphs8.6 - 9~7) and by making full use of locally observed conditions and their
trends, he may come to a reasonable mental picture of what to expect in the near future.
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1,40

HIGH
6t'f-+-----t,..,W.
N

Figure 30 - The weather situation
in the area of South Greenland,
9 January 1953, 0000 GMT. (The
lower figure of ship reports
sea surface temperature).

Figure 31 - Mean weather situation
with strand1ngs on the BE coast of
Iceland.
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Figure 32 - Approximate area of an
extended mistral in the western
Mediterranean.

Figure

33 - Typical weather map

for an extended mistral, 2 April

1943.
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10

Figure 34 - Wind distribution in the
coastal area of Sardlnia 2 April 1943.
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Figure

35 - Winds experienced by a ship north and south of Cabo de

Creus, 16 - 17 and 22 - 23 July 1951.
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Figure

36 _ Model

of the wind distribution along a mountainous coast.
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Figure 37 - Gale at sea
along the coast of eastern
Algeria, 15 December 1950,
0600 GMT.
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Figure )8 - Average pressure
10N

distribution for the northwest Pacific Ocean, November

1956.
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Figure 39 - Tracks of two North Atlantic lows and of the Azores high 1-5 January 1961.
(0100

= 1 January, 0000 GMT, etc.; 990, 1035, etc.

=

pressure of the central isobar).
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B

A

Figure 40 - NE Atlantic pressure distribution
A)

for northern westerlies.
5-day mean maps for 13-17,

19-23, 25-29 May 1956.

B)

for southern westerlies.
5-day mean maps for 3-7,

9-13, 15-19 January 1955.
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A

B

Figure 41 - NE Atlantic pressure distribution
A)

for blocking action. 5-day
mean maps for 30 January -

3 February, 5-9, 11-15
February 1956.

B)

for unseasonal circulation
activity. 5-day mean maps

for 15-19, 21-25, 27-31 July
1954.
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Wind Speed
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anticyclonic
45kn
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Figure 42 - Variations in wind speeds for different isobaric
curvatures (for this figure, the isobaric spacing is 5 rub/105
nautical miles at 40° latitUde).
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Figure 43 - Model of extrapolating track and intensity of a depression.
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50"

Figure 44 - Percentage frequencies of tropical storms moving
on a persistent track, North Atlantic Ocean, August. (After
U.S.W.B. Forecasting Guide No.3, Figure 51).
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Figure 45 - Movement of a secondary depression
in the circulation of a primary depression. NE
Atlantic, 26 April 1955, 1200 GMT.
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Figure 47 - Height of the SOD-rob level in relation to
the mean temperature of an air column.
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Figure 48 - Upper air circulation over a moving cold high. The thick lines
are sea-level isobars, the thin ones contour lines (in decametres) of the
SOO-mb surface. See the text for further explanation.
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Figure 49 - Model weather map
for a triple point situation
to the south of Cape Hatteras.
The arrows show the expected
line of the intensifying cyclone, probably deepening to
975 mb in 24 hours.

Figure 50 - Weather situation for a
rapidly deepening east coast cyclone
off North America, 12 November 1952,
0000 GMT. Track and intensity has
been indicated for 11-15 November,
0000 GMr.
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Figure 51 - Pre-stage of a ra~id storm development
downstream from a neutral point. Weather map of 12
September 1951, 0000 GMT. Thick arrows indicate air
movement, the dashed arrow shows the track direction
of the intensifying disturbance.
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Figure 52 - Model of a neutral point
(N.F.) crossed by a front.
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Figure 55 - Three examples of weather situations with
severe icing encountered by ships.
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Figure 57 - Wind directions (feathered arrows)
and swell directions (lorig arrows) around a
stationary or slowly moving tropical cyclone.
A is the model for the northern hemisphere,
B for the southern.
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Figure 58 - Centre of a hurricane
located by the observations from
two ships. Dashed arrows show direction of swell waves. (After U.S.W.B.

Circular R, Figure 67).
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Figure 59 - Weather situation producing
very high sea and swell in the Azores area,

1 20

4 November 1951, 1800 GMT.
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Figure 60 -·Model map indicating secondary effects on the wind
force - latitude~ curvature of isobars, air-mass character- as
distinguished from the primary effect of the pressure gradient.
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Figure 61 A - Dr. RUdloff's nomogram for estimating the
wind speed at sea from a shipboard weather map. A for r =QO,
20, 10; B for r = 5, 3, 1. Continued in Figure 61 B. For
detailed explanation see the text.
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Sample weather bulletin for shipping and weather map
This appendix contains an analysis message prepared for the North Atlantic Ocean
north Qf 25°N, a selection of )0 reports from ships, and a selectio~ of 20 reports from
stations (coast and island stations). The weather map shown is b~sed upon these three
parts. Analysis, ship reports and station reports make up parts IV, V, VI of a bulletin
for shipping.
Any mariner who would independently prepare his own shipboard weather map from the
following bulletin parts IV, V and VI should come to a solution similar to that presented
by the attached sample weather map. If he should prefer to draw 4-mb isobars instead of the
5-mb isobars on the map he can certainly do so without difficultYJ for example by drawing
the l024-mb isobar a little to the low pressure side from the positions of 25 (= 1025 rob)
and using the reported pressure values for interpolation.
All temperature::;: in the reports listed are in degrees Celsius J though some were in
Fahrenheit in the original reports. The analysis and the corresponding weather map are for
12 February 1962 J 0600 GMT J and the bulletin parts IV J V and VI in this appendix have been
prepared from actual reports.
This weather situation on 12 February 1962 may be described as follows
The outstanding feature is the very big high to the west of the Bay of Biscay. It
represents the Azores high which has shifted about 15° to the NNE from its normal position
of 30o N. The normal intensity for the centre of the Azores high is 1023 mb for the month
of February. At 45°N the pressure is 31 mb above normal. A shipls report from the centre
of the high gave 1048.3 mb at 0000 GMT on 12 February 1962 J which is a record high value
for this ocean area. This high is a stationary, warm anticyclone. A broad, strong flow
of warm tropical air is going northward along its western slope, then turning eastward along
its northern slope and reaching western Europe. Related to the northward displacement and
intensification of the subtropical high is a northward extent of the luaritime tropical air
mass; its area of control is well above normal.
Where this warm, humid air flows over cold surface water, as near Newfoundland and
over the Grand Banks, fog and/or drizzle are the prevailing type of weather (see station

report 72800 and ship report from 52.8°N, 35.5°W).
While the circulation around the centre of the high is only about 10 knots J it
increases to 40 and 45 knots in the outer zone of the tropical air, corresponding to the
steep pressure gradients associated with the lows shown on the map.
The northern and western boundary line of the maritime tropical air is indicated
by an extremely long front which crosses the map area from southern Norway towards the West
Indies. It separates the warm tropical air from the cold polar air which flows out from
the region of Canada, Greenland and Iceland. The character of the front is partly that of
a cold front, partly of a warm front, according to how the isobars cross the front.
On the weather map, only simplified symbols have been used for entering the present weather (ww). More details may be derived from the reports themselves (parts V and VI).
The ship report, for instance J at 54.7°N, 19.2°W, quite near the cold front, contains
ww = 65 = heavy, continuous rain. The frontal activity is stressed by such a report.
Another example of the refinement obtainable from the reports is the ww of the
stations 72806 and 72600 near the western warm front. Only the general symbol for the
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7Q-decade, namely the snow symbol
is shown on the map. But the reported ww· is 79 = ice
pellets, small frozen rain drops, which indicates that there is very warm air aloft over a
layer of subfreezing temperatures near the ground.

The counterpart of the warm anticyclone near 45°N, 22°W is a cold anticyclone

(1031 mb) over Labrador, from which a ridge of high pressure extends towards 54°N, 4DoW.

There is a col situation near 53°N, 38Q w, between the two highs mentioned above and the two
lows of 965 and 994 mb. The front is nearly stationary in the col area, changing its character from a cold front to a warm front.
In this ease, the ocean weather station C (52.8°N, 35.5°W) is not passed by the
front. But some days later, with a similar col situation, the front passed C as a cold front
and thereafter again as a warm front. Abridged reports from C may demonstrate this fluctuation :

February 15,

February 16,

N ddff

VV ww W

PPP TT

12 GMr 8 2030

63 02 2

249 09

15

8 2728

56 60 2

26809

18

8 0214

37 604

288 04

21

8 0212

37 60 4

301~

00

8 0912

37 60 4

291 04

03

8 1409

56 60 6

278 04

06

8 2012

56 606

264 06

09

8 1816

69 02 6

261 08

warm air
cold front

cold, rainy
period, with
winds from
NNE to SE
warm front
warm air

Note the sharp turning and abating of the wind, associated with the passage of the
cold front.
one.

While the warm anticyclone is stationary, the cold labrador anticyclone is a moving
It follows the filling westerly trough of the deep low 965.

This storm 965 and the low 994 are of special interest. The first moves east to
east-south-east, the second moves northward - both following the general direction of isobars in the warm air current around the high 1046 which acts as a ,steering centre.
It is worth mentioning that this weather map of 12 February 1962, 0600 GMT, is one
from a memorable weather period which led to the secular ,Hamburg stormflood during the night
of 16-17 February 1962. The map shows on the Norwegian coast the preceding low 965 which
brought to Stockholm one of the lowest barometer readings in about 100 years : (12 February
1962 at 1900 : 948.6 mb; 20 January 186)-record : 948.1 mb. Information received from Sveriges Meteorologiska och Hydrologiska Institut).
The low 994 to the south of Newfoundland, after having moved northward, gave birth
to a secondary low centre east of Cape Farewell (South Greenland). This secondary became the
primary Iowan its track eastward, deepening to low pressure values near Stockholm similar
to those of its predecessor (Oregrund 948.6 mb, 16 February 1962, 1750 GMT), and causing the
North Sea stormflood mentioned above.
All these developments are allied to the intense frontal zone shown on the sample
weather map of 12 February 1962.
It is recommended that the contents of part II of this book be applied to the sample
weather map, for example the forecasting rules, the estimation of wind speeds, and the local
effects on wind. To take a particular instance, the wind (N 15 knots) at station 06011
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(Faroe Islands) is not representative for the pressure gradient in this area, and 30 knots
at least should be expected at sea. For the Gulf of St. Lawrence, on the other hand, the
island station 72709 has been selected as representative, reporting NNE 39 knots. The station 72815 on the west coast of Newfoundland, not too far from 72709, reported a NE wind of
10 knots only (an off-shore wind, not representative of conditions on the open sea).
Furthermore, it is recommended that the contents of the movement groups of the
analysis be plotted either on the shipboard weather map or on a special track chart (track
forecasts have been omitted in the sample weather map in order to keep it clear).

Bulletin part IV.
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Bulletin part V. Ships! reports
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OCEAN AREAS WHERE THE NUMBER OF METEOROLOGICAL OBSERVATIONS IS INADEQUATE
All ships under way in DCBDn areas coloured in blue are requested to send rodio weather reports to the coostol radio stolions-shawn on the map.

mefeorologiqu~s_oux slollons radio c3tieres -illdiquees sur 10 carle.
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ZONES OCEANIQUES OU LE NOMBRE D'OBSERVATIONS METEOROLOGIQUES EST INSUFFISANT
Taus Ilt5 navires foison! routs dans les zones oceaniques coloriEies en bleu sont pries d'erwoyer des messnges
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WEATHER REPORTS FROM SHIPS IN "SPARSE" AREAS

MESSAGES METEOROWGIQ,UES EN PROVENANCE DES NAVIRES
CIRCULANT DANS LES ZONES OU LES DONNEES SONT RARES

1.

Due to the shortage of weather observations f'rom the llsparse ll ocean

areas, ships which are not already transmitting radio weather reports are
invited to assist meteorologists throughout the world by voluntarily undertaking
to transmit short radio weather reports to the appropriate Meteorological
Service WHEN CROSSING THESE lISPARSE Il AREAS (see map overleaf). The transmission
of these reports to the designated coastal radio stations will be free of cost

to the ship. Full details of these stations are given in WMO Publication No.9.
TP.4, Volume D, Part B.

2.

By co-operating in this scheme, you will :

(a)

Improve weather forecasts for shipping and aviation;

(b)

Improve storm warning services;

(c)

Assist in the locating of

(d)

Contribute to the safety of life at sea and protection of cargo;

(e)

Aid fishing operations in many areas;

(f)

Assist in air-sea rescue operations;

(g)

Help climatological research;

(h)

Aid the weather satellite project.

cyclones~

hurricanes and typhoons;

3.
Weather observations sent by radio from ships in II sparse ll areas are of
EXTREMELY GREAT VALUE throughout the world. A simple code which corresponds to
the normal weather observations made by every officer in the ship's deck logbook
enables ships to report this information. Details of this code will readily be
provided by any port meteorological officer and are also given in publications
normally available on board ships.

4.
You are therefore cordially invited to co-operate and thereby become
an auxiliary reporting ship, so that your weather reports can contribute directly to the benefits mentioned.

1.
En raison du nombre insuffisant d'observations meteorologiques en
provenance des zones oceaniques OU les donnees sont rares, les navires qui ne
transmettent pas deja des messages meteorologiques par radio sont invites a
aider les meteorologistes du monde entier en acceptant de transmettre par radio
au Service meteorologique approprie de courts messages meteorologiques LO~UIILS
TRAVERSENT LES ZONES OU 1£S DONNEES SONT HARES (voir carte au verso). La transmission de ces messages aux stations radio cotieres designees n'entratnera aucun
frais pour les navires. Des renseignements complets au sujet de ces stations
figurent dans la Publication N° 9. TP.4 de l'OMM, Volwne D, partie B.

2.

Par votre collaboration :

a la

a)

VOllS ameliorerez les previsions meteorologiques destinees
navigation maritime et aerienne;

b)

vous ameliorerez les services d'avis de

c)

vous aiderez
typhons;

d)

vous contribuerez a la sauvegarde de la vie hurnaine en mer et
la protection des marchandises;

e)

vous faciliterez les operations de

f)

vous faciliterez les operations de sauvetage aero-maritimes;

g)

vous contribuerez aux recherches climatologiques;

h)

vous faciliterez l'execution du programme de satellites
meteorologiques.

a la

temp~te;

localisation des cyclones, des ouragans et des

p~che dan~

a

de nombreuses zones;

3.
Les observations meteorologiques que les navires~ circulant dans les
zones ou les dOIUlees sont rares, envoient par radio,SONT DrUNE EXTREME UTILITE
dans Ie monde entier. Un code simple qui correspond aux observations meteorologiques normales inscrites par chaque officier dans Ie journal de bord du navire
permet la transmission de ces renseignements. Des precisions sur ce code seront
tres volontiers fournies par tout agent de liaison meteorologique dans les ports;
on en trouvera egalement dans certaines publications qui sont normalement disponibles a bord des navires.
4.
Vaus &tes done cordialement invite a cooperer a ce projet et a faire
ainsi de votre navire un navire d'observation auxilaire dont les messages meteorologiques peuvent contribuer directement aux avant ages enumeres ci-dessus.
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